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AGNIESZKA HERDAN and CESARIO MATEUS

Shareholder Wealth Effects from Mergers and
Acquisitions: Evidence from the UK Banks

Abstract
Globalisation of world economy enhances merger and acquisition transactions. It is expected that mergers and acquisitions should create shareholders wealth. However, recent studies show that only few of these combinations achieve their desired objectives.
In many cases it is due to the higher than anticipated costs and lower expected returns.
Some authors stress that the acquiring firms are those which most suffer from poor performance.
Most of the literature indicates that target banks gain significant abnormal returns from
mergers and acquisitions (Chavaltanpipat et al.[1999]; Becher, [2000]; Mulherin and
Boone, [2000]). Though, studies regarding the shareholders wealth effects of the acquiring banks indicate that acquiring banks experience negative impact (Mulherin and
Boone [2000]; Delong [2001]; Houston et al. [2001]), while others show that acquiring
banks gain positive or around zero abnormal returns (Neely [1987]; Scholtens and De
Wit [2004]).
The aim of this paper is to analyse, for a set of UK Banks for the period 2000-2005, the
impact of merger and acquisition processes both for the acquirer and target entity. Using an event study for the period 20 days before and after the merger and acquisition announcement day we find that target banks have an accumulated abnormal return which
is five times higher than acquiring counterparts.
JEL classification: G3, G34
Key words: abnormal returns, mergers and acquisitions, shareholder wealth

1. Introduction
The volume of mergers and acquisition rise significantly in the recent years
due to globalization of national economies and increase in deregulation of
a large number of economies sector. The main drivers of mergers and acquisitions growth are industry consolidation, cost saving, or economies of
scale where the combined company can reduce duplicate operations, lower
costs and maximize profits. In addition, the drivers could be also for synergies by better using of complementary resources which could lead to increase
the company’s revenue or its market value, absorb a major competitor and
increase its power. (Balmer and Dinnie, 1999; James and Wier, 1987, Cartwright and Cooper, 1992).
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Over the last two decades banking and financial servicies industry has experienced profound changes. One of the most important effects of this restructing process has been increase in consolidation activity (Cybo-Ottone
and Murgia, 2000). As stressed by Berger (2000) a wave of bank mergers that
has reshaped the financial system. The development of mergers and acquisitions in the banking sector is affected by the extraordinary growth in competition between banks for increasing their size and the integration of national
and regional financial systems (Buckley and Ghauri, 2002). The mergers and
acquisitions movement will certainly continue and lead to reduce the banks
number.
A common argument in banking is that cross-border mergers have a potential to improve the banking services, reduce the cost of building new branches outside the country and reduce risk of insolvency (Berger, 2000).
The literature on mergers and acquisitions reports high failure rates. Porter
(1987) studied the mergers and acquisitions of 33 large US banks for the period between 1950 and 1986 and found that most of them had failed in their
merger and many of them had divested more banks than they had kept. Similarly Marks and Mirvis (1998) stated that more than three quarters of mergers and acquisitions fail to achieve its desired plans; most of them produce
lower than expected returns.
According to Sudarsanam (1995) the success of mergers could be regarded
from the perspective of managers, shareholders, and employees. Moreover
because “the interests of these three groups do not always coincide in many
cases one group can win at the expense of the others. For example, a takeover
can lead to high shareholder returns, but loss of managerial jobs. This conflict often drives managerial resistance to takeover bids.” (Sudarsanam, 1995,
pp 213-214)
Balmer and Dinnie (1999, p. 185) disclose that many factors influence the
mergers and acquisitions failure, which could be summarized as: (1) the unjustified interest given to short – term financial and other issues related to
the harm of long – term corporate identity or corporate communication. (2)
There is an inappropriate acknowledgement of the corporate identity and corporate communications during the merger and acquisition process. “(3) Unsuccessful mergers are often characterized by failure to secure the goodwill
of a wide range of stakeholder groups common to both companies. (4) Unresolved naming issues can reflect unresolved corporate identity and corporate communications issues. (5) Integrated corporate identity and total corporate communications structures are rarely in place early on in the merger
and acquisition process. (6) Gives little attention to cultural issues. (7) Interest is not given to the potential conflict between individual and corporate objectives. (8) Corporate identity and corporate communications consultants
are brought in too late. (9) Reputations can be damaged, maintained, or enhanced during the merger process.”
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However, according to Vaara (2003, p.859) “mergers and acquisitions have
often led to slower and looser integration between the organizations and created fewer synergistic benefits than were originally expected. Most interestingly, this remains true even in cases that are generally regarded as financially
successful.” Therefore managers should think carefully about the merger and
acquisition decision by examining the possible benefits and reactions of the
merger at the same time.
As what most of the studies showed a large percent of mergers and acquisitions failed to produce the synergistic benefits that were expected. Balmer and Dinnie (1999), as well as Amihud et al. (1990) and Stallworthya and
Kharbanda (1988) argue that the failure of these mergers and acquisitions is
related to the ignorance of corporate identity and corporate communication
issues. They examine the relationship between mergers and acquisitions and
he issues of corporate identity and corporate communications and the effects
that could happen the merger and acquisition process. They state that “management time and attention to best practice in corporate identity and corporate communications increase the chance of a successful merger and acquisition” (Balmer and Dinnie, 1999, p 182). Moreover, they stated, “Corporate
identity and corporate communication consultancy may, therefore, be seen
as providing a mirror and a window, reflecting and revealing the organization’s culture and personality.” (Balmer and Dinnie, 1999, p 184)
Stock market data cast some evidence on the impact of M&A deals on shareholder value creation. A positive impact value can be explained by an increase in efficiency or in market power following the deal (Berger, 2000).
Houston at al (2001) analyses a sample of the largest banks mergers between
1985 and 1996 in US trying to give evidence that bank mergers create value.
They focus on large bank acquisitions as “it is easier to observe the impact
of larger acquisitions on performance, and large transactions are more likely
to draw analyst and press attention and are more likely to have detailed disclosures associated with them”. They examining the stock market reaction to
merger announcements and find little evidence of wealth creation. They try
in their research to look closer at the sources of merger related gains in banking. They used a different way in their research by analysing only large bank
mergers over a longer time period, and they obtained management’s projections of the merger’s estimated cost savings and revenue enhancements
which allowed them to identify management’s primary object for these acquisitions.
There have been many studies regarding the wealth effects to shareholders
at the announcement of the mergers and acquisitions. Mulherin and Boone
(2000), Delong (2001), and Houston et al. (2001) indicate that acquiring
firms experience negative wealth effects. Neely (1987) and Scholtens and De
Wit [2004] on the other hand show that acquiring firms gain positive abnormal returns or around zero. Grubb and Lamb (2001) stress that “The hard
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reality is that only 20 per cent of all mergers really succeed and most of the
mergers fail to achieve any real financial returns”
Asquith (1981), Dodd (1980) and Mandelker (1970) provide also evidence
that mergers have a favourable effect on the market value of the common
stock of merging companies, the acquiring firms’ shareholders earn large
positive abnormal returns from the merger and the acquiering firmsare affected little if at all.
Similarly Cybo-Ottone and Murgia (2000) analysed the combined abnormal
returns of bidder and target for different types of deals in 14 Europen countries. They uncover that there is a positive and significant market reaction
around the short period of eleven days for transactions such as: commercial
banks; focused transactions; combinations with insurance companies; domestic transactions; relatively small deals in our sample, which is anyway biased toward large size.
Campa and Hernando (2004) points out that cumulative abnormal returns
occur in the days that follow the announcement and “the larger the event
window the greater the marginal increase in the ammount and significance
of cumulative abnormal returns” (Campa and Hernando, 2004). They conclud that on average target shareholders receive significant cumulative abnormal returns from the announcement of the merger, but mean of cumulative
abnormal returns to shareholders of the acquiering firm is not different form
zero. Morover they ponit out that in 55 per cent of the transaction returns
to acquiering firms were negative. This is consitent with previous studies of
Burner (2002) who also stress that the returns decline over the time.
Studies conducte by Datta et al (1992) as well as those of Burner (2001) finds
that average cumulative abnormal return are about 20 to 30 percent, however
in financial industry this is slightly lower (Campa and Hernando, 2004).
Scholtens and de Wit (2004) examin some Europena and US banks merger. They report that US bidding banks experience negative abnormal returns
as target banks earn very high returns in the period of merger announcement. Rad and Van Beek (1999) conducting research on European bidding
banks realize that there are no significant abnormal returns at the merger announcement as Europen target banks experience positive abnormal return.
DeLong (2003) studied the announcement effects of US versus non-US
banks. She finds that acquirers in non-US bank mergers earn more and nonUS targets less than their US counterparts with bank sector indices as the
benchmark.
On the one hand, Houston et al. (2001) found that the cumulative abnormal
returns for the acquirers banks in his sample which was the largest 27 banks
mergers and acquisitions in the US during the period 1985 – 1990 for the test
period (-4, +1) was (-4.64 per cent), Delong (2001) found that the cumulative
abnormal returns for the acquiring firms in his sample of 280 mergers and
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acquisition in the US for the period between 1988 and 1995 for the test period ( – 10, +1) was ( – 1.68 per cent). Moreover, Mulherin and Boone (2000)
found that the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring firms in his
sample which was the largest 281 mergers and acquisitions in the US during
the period 1990-1999 for the test period ( – 1, +1) was (-0.37 per cent). On
the other hand, Neely [1987] found that the cumulative abnormal returns on
his sample of 26 banks mergers and acquisition in the US for the period between 1979 and 1985 was (36.22 per cent) for the target banks and (3.12 per
cent) for the acquiring banks. Scholtens and De Wit (2004) support Neely in
what he has found in his sample of the largest Banks mergers and acquisition
in the US and Europe for the period 1990 – 2000 where he found that the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks was (2.56 per cent).
The aim of this paper is to examine the impact of merger and acquisition
processes both for the acquirer and target entity for a set of UK Banks for the
period 2000-2005. Using an event study for the period 20 days before and after the merger and acquisition announcement day we find that target banks
have an accumulated abnormal return which is five times higher than acquiring counterparts. The structure of this paper is as follow. In section 2 data sources, sample selection and methodology are presented. The empirical
analysis results are presented in section 3 and section 4 concludes.

2. Data Sources, Sample Selection and Methodology
The data is collected from Perfect Analysis Database, The Merger Markey
Database, The National Statistics Database and the UK Business Park. The
announcement date and the transaction partners are verified in the business
press research, London Stock Market and Bloomberg. The sample consists of
the largest domestic and cross border mergers and acquisitions of UK banks
that are listed on the London Stock Exchange from the period between 2000
and 2005. Therefore the banks must have a Stock Exchange Daily Official
List Number (SEDOL) and meet the following criteria: (1) Acquired or target
banks are listed British Banks; (2) Deals are completed; (3) Only deals greater
than £ 100 million are included and (4) market and financial statements data
must be available in the press research. With this procedure the sample was
of 24 domestic and cross border mergers and acquisitions.
Table 1 presents the 24 domestic and cross border mergers and acquisitions of
UK banks during the period 2000-2005. HSBC and the Royal Bank of Scotland represent both 65 percent of the acquiring banks observations. Therefore the number of events is very concentrated on these two banks.
Previous studies have used two main kinds of empirical methods in analysing the effects of banks M&A on performance. On the one hand, there are
many studies, which compared the pre and post M&A performance by the
accounting figures (Healy et al, 1992, Houston et al, 2001). On the other
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hand, many of the other studies have used the event methodology, in which
the abnormal return and the cumulative abnormal return ofthe firm’s stock
prices around the time of the announcement of the M&A are used (Chavaltanpipat et al 1999; Becher 2000; Hatch and Johnson, 2002, and Lowinski
et al 2004.)

TABLE 1. – Domestic and cross border mergers and acquisitions of UK banks
Acquiring Bank
Target Bank
Deal
Date
Alliance & Leicester
MBNA
GBP 225M
1-Aug-2002
Barclays
Woolwich
GBP 5.3B
22-Aug-2002
Barclays
Banco Zaragozano
GBP 788M
09-May-2003
HBOS (Halifax)
Bank of Scotland
GBP 10.4B
04-May-2001
Australia & NewZeland
Lloyds TSB (Aus)
GBP 2.3B
27-Out-2003
Banking Group
Credit Commercial de
HSBC
GBP 6.6B
19-April-2000
France (Fra)
Bangkok Metropolitan
GBP 630M
20-Jul-2000
HSBC
Bank (Tha)
HSBC
Demirbank
GBP 137M
16-May-2001
Household
HSBC
GBP 8.6B
15-Nov-2002
International (US)
Grupo Financero Bital
HSBC
GBP 722M
25-Nov-2002
(Mex)
HSBC
Bank of Bermuda (US)
GBP 770M
28-Oct-2003
Royal Bank of Scotland
Natwest
GBP 20.7B
16-Mar-2000
Mellon Financial
Royal Bank of Scotland
GBP 1.5B
17-Jul-2001
Corporation (US)
Royal Bank of Scotland
ICC Bank (IRE)
GBP 214M
16-Feb-2001
Royal Bank of Scotland
Medford BanCorp (US)
GBP 187M
13-Jun-2002
Commonwealth
Royal Bank of Scotland
GBP 290M
30-Sept-2002
BanCorp (US)
Port Financial Group
Royal Bank of Scotland
GBP 180M
17-Apr-2003
(US)
Royal Bank of Scotland
First Active (IE)
GBP 617M
07-Oct-2003
Santander Central
Royal Bank of Scotland
GBP 348M
07-May-2003
Hispano (Spa)
Royal Bank of Scotland
Bank Von Ernst (Swi)
GBP 228M
10-Oct-2003
Charter One Financial
Royal Bank os Scotland
GBP 5.9B
05-May-2004
Institution (US)
Standard Chartered
Grindlays (AUS)
GBP 823M
01-May-2000
Standard Chartered
Koram Bank (KOR)
GBP 100M
07-Aug-2003
Northern Rock
Legal & General Bank
GBP 131M
05-Jul-2002
Sources: Merger Market Database, UK Business Park Database, National Statistics Database and Perfect Analysis
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In Healy et al (1992) the post and pre-acquisitions stock performance of
merging companies are compared relative to matched firms to determine
whether the stock performance improves following acquisitions or not.
In this paper we follow an event study methodology which has been the main
practice in previous literature. In addition, this study will examine the impact
of the anticipated, current and past announcements of the mergers and acquisitions and the following responses to the stock prices of the pre and post
mergers activities of the banks and then calculate the abnormal returns of
each of the acquiring and target banks over the different event windows.
The study focuses on the wealth effects of the acquiring and target banks by
comparing their stock returns performance with a benchmark, which will be
the all shares indices depending on the bidder and target country. Historical
stock prices are adjusted for dividends and splits.
The market adjusted return for each stock is calculated as:
(1)
Where, Rit is the market adjusted return bank’s stock i for event day t, Pt is
the stock price at event day t, Pt-1 is the stock price at previous day of the
event, It i the market price at event day t and It-1 is the market price at the
previous day of the event.
The market return is calculated as:
(2)
Where, Rmt is the return on the market index for event day t, It is the market price at event day t and It-1 is the market price at the previous day of the
event.
The abnormal return is calculated as the difference between the actual return
and the expected in the event window:
(3)
Where, ARit is the abnormal return for stock i for event day t, Rit is the actual return for stock i for event day t and E(Rit) is the expected return for stock
i for event day t.
For the expected normal return we apply the index model which differs from
the market model in that it assumes that α = 0 and β = 1 for every share, in
other words it uses the mean of the market return over the estimation period
for expected return equivalent to α = 0 and β = 1 and is calculated as.
(4)
Where, E(Rit) is the expected return for stock i for event day t and Rmt is the
return on the market index for event day t.
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The average abnormal returns are calculated as the sum of abnormal returns
for the sample divided by the number of banks in the sample.
(5)
Where AARit is the average abnormal returns of all the banks on event day t,
N is the number of banks in the sample and ARit is the abnormal return for
stock I for event day t
Finally, the cumulative abnormal returns for each period is calculated as the
sum of the average abnormal returns for all the test period and is calculated as:
(6)
Where, CARit is the cumulative abnormal returns of all the banks in the sample on each period and AARit are the average abnormal returns of all the
banks on event day t.

3. Results
3.1. Average abnormal returns
In figures 1 and 2 the average abnormal returns of the target and acquiring
banks for the window -20 to +20 days to the M&A announcement day are
presented.
FIGURE 1. – Average Abnormal returns for target banks

Figure 1 illustrates the average abnormal returns for target banks comparing to the market benchmark during the test period [ – 20, +20]. One can
observe that the average abnormal returns are fluctuating between – 1 and 2
percent in the days from – 20 to – 2 before the announcement day and start
to increase to 2.8 per cent on the day before the announcement day. Moreo-
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ver, on the announcement day, they realize their highest positive average abnormal return (7.2 percent) and in most of the remaining days afterwards the
average abnormal return fluctuate between – 1 and 1 percent.
FIGURE 2. – Average Abnormal returns for acquiring banks

In figure 2 the average abnormal returns for the acquiring banks comparing
to the market benchmark during the test period [ – 20, +20] is presented. It
is clear that the average abnormal returns are fluctuating around zero in the
days from – 20 to – 3 before the announcement day. However, before the announcement day by 2 days, the acquiring banks realize their highest positive
average abnormal return (1.7 percent). In most of the days subsequently, the
average abnormal returns fluctuate around zero again.
FIGURE 3. – Average Abnormal returns for acquiring and target banks

Comparing the two previous figures (see figure 3) one can conclude that the
average abnormal returns are much higher for the target banks than from acquiring counterparts. The target banks realize their highest average abnormal
returns at the announcement day (7.2 per cent) while the acquiring banks it
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is 2 days before the announcement day. Nevertheless, figure 3 shows that the
average abnormal returns for both acquiring and target banks are positive on
the announcement day.

3.2. Cumulated abnormal returns
Figure 4 shows the cumulated abnormal returns of the acquiring and target
banks comparing to the market benchmark for the window [ – 20, +20]. The
results demonstrate for the target banks that in the previous days from 20 to
7 days before the announcement date that the cumulative abnormal returns
vary between zero and 2 percent. Moreover, before the announcement day
by 6 days, the cumulative abnormal return starts to increase until reaching
the highest positive value on the announcement day (15.5 percent) and starts
to decrease afterwards stabilizing between 12 – 13 percent. For the acquiring
banks the results are different. The results reveal that in the previous 20 days
of the announcement day the cumulative abnormal returns oscillate between
zero and 3 percent till reaching 3.4 percent at the announcement day. However, in most of the remaining days afterwards, the cumulative abnormal returns keep increasing until reach the highest value on day 18 (5.8 percent).

FIGURE 4. – Cumulated abnormal returns for acquiring and target banks

3.3. Abnormal returns on the Announcement day
In table 2 the abnormal returns on the announcement day of the mergers and
acquisitions for the acquiring and target banks are reported. For 9 of the 24
acquirer banks the abnormal return is negative. Royal bank of Scotland experienced the highest negative abnormal returns ( – 14.9 percent) when it
acquired the American Commonwealth Bancorp in 2002. On the other side

Alliance & Leicester
Barclays
Barclays
HBOS (Halifax)
Australia & NewZeland Banking Group
HSBC
HSBC
HSBC
HSBC
HSBC
HSBC
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank of Scotland
Santander Central Hispano (Spa)
Royal Bank of Scotland
Royal Bank os Scotland
Standard Chartered
Standard Chartered
Northern Rock

Acquiring bank
1-Aug-2002
22-Aug-2002
09-May-2003
04-May-2001
27-Out-2003
19-April-2000
20-Jul-2000
16-May-2001
15-Nov-2002
25-Nov-2002
28-Oct-2003
16-Mar-2000
17-Jul-2001
16-Feb-2001
13-Jun-2002
30-Sept-2002
17-Apr-2003
07-Oct-2003
07-May-2003
10-Oct-2003
05-May-2004
01-May-2000
07-Aug-2003
05-Jul-2002

Event day

TABLE 2. – Abnormal returns on M&A on the announcement day
Abnormal
return (%)
8.17
1.49
–1.84
0.72
13.57
–2.52
–1.24
–0.42
5.36
1.30
1.54
7.40
0.11
3.24
0.02
–14.98
–0.08
–0.01
1.33
0.07
–6.36
0.00
0.60
–3.36
MBNA
Woolwich
Banco Zaragozano
Bank of Scotland
Lloyds TSB (Aus)
Credit Commercial de France (Fra)
Bangkok Metropolitan Bank (Tha)
Demirbank
Household International (US)
Grupo Financero Bital (Mex)
Bank of Bermuda (US)
Natwest
Mellon Financial Corporation (US)
ICC Bank (IRE)
Medford BanCorp (US)
Commonwealth BanCorp (US)
Port Financial Group (US)
First Active (IE)
Royal Bank of Scotland
Bank Von Ernst (Swi)
Charter One Financial Institution (US)
Grindlays (AUS)
Koram Bank (KOR)
Legal & General Bank

Target bank

Abnormal
return (%)
2.26
–0.05
0.07
–3.12
–0.02
9.59
–7.44
36.50
11.78
4.58
7.08
1.24
–8.57
–1.39
18.62
53.48
5.26
1.00
–0.04
0.09
23.69
7.09
10.59
–0.07
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Australia and New Zealand group gained the highest positive abnormal returns (13.6 per cent) of the acquiring banks when they had a merger with
Lloyds TSB bank in 2003.
On the other hand, 8 of the 24 target banks had negative abnormal returns on
the announcement day. Mellon Financial Corporation was the one with highest abnormal return (-8.6 per cent) when Royal Bank of Scotland acquired it
in 2001. Commonwealth Bancorp gained the highest abnormal returns (53.5
per cent) of the target banks when Royal Bank of Scotland acquired it in
2002. Surprisingly or maybe not the acquisition of Commonwealth Bancorp
by Royal Bank of Scotland was the deal that generated the highest positive
abnormal return from the target side and the highest negative abnormal return from the acquirer side.
Overall the results show that in only two deals, both the acquiring and the
target banks had negative abnormal returns and nine in which had positive
abnormal returns. For the rest of the deals one of the parties has experienced
negative abnormal returns. By calculating the sample average for both the acquiring and target banks on the announcement day one could conclude that
target and acquiring banks gained respectively a 7.18 and 0.55 per cent abnormal returns, on average.
Table 3 shows the daily average abnormal returns, the cumulative abnormal
returns and the t – statistics for the sample of 24 acquiring and target banks
for the event window [ – 20, +20]. For the acquiring banks, insignificant positive abnormal returns were detected during the announcement period. The
abnormal returns on day – 1, day 0, day 1 and day 2 were 0.15, 0.56, 0.28 and
0.29 percent, respectively. Moreover, the abnormal returns on day – 12, day
8 and day 12 were – 0.87, 0.94 and – 0.76 percent, respectively, and statistically significant for one percent level for day 8 and at 10 percent level for day
– 12 and 12.
For the target banks, on the other hand, the results show statistically significant positive abnormal returns during the announcement period. The abnormal returns on day – 1, day 0, day 1 and day 2 were 2.84, 7.18, – 1.20 and
– 1.49 per cent, respectively, and statistically significant at one per cent level for day 0 and at 10 per cent level for days 1 and 2. Moreover, the abnormal returns on day – 16, day – 11 and day 7 were – 1.03, 0.97 and – 0.98 per
cent, respectively being statistically significant at 10 percent level for all those
days.
The cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks were around zero
on the pre – announcement period which can show that there was no knowledge about the M&A by the market at that time. Additionally, the cumulative
abnormal returns at the end of the test period were of 5.64 percent and statistically significant for one percent level. This result is in contrast with Houston et al. (2001) and Delong (2001), but consistent with Neely (1987) and
Scholtens and De Wit (2004).
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Neely (1987) found for a sample of US bank M&A during the period 19791985 that the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks were 3.12
percent. Moreover, Scholtens and De Wit (2004) found for the largest bank
mergers and acquisitions both in the US and Europe for the period 19902000 that the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks were 2.56
percent.
On the other hand, for the target banks, the cumulative abnormal returns realize the highest value on the announcement day with 15.45 per cent being
statistically significant for one percent level. This result is consistent with other studies, which found that target banks gain significant abnormal returns
from mergers and acquisitions (Chavaltanpipat et al., 1999; Becher, 2000;
Mulherin and Boone, 2000; Delong, 2001 and Houston et al., 2001).
As a resume for the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring and target
banks results, one can conclude that the target banks have much higher cumulative abnormal returns than the acquiring banks. This is reasonable because the acquiring banks in most of the mergers and acquisitions deals are
paying for these deals over the target banks value considering the competition from other bidders (Jarrel et al., 1988).
On the contrary, the results of the acquiring banks wealth effects are in contrast with the expectations, since it was expected that the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks would be negative or at least zero. Therefore, more tests are carried out in this paper by comparing the cumulated
abnormal returns for the acquiring and target banks over different time periods.

3.4. Comparing time periods
In table 4 the cumulative abnormal returns of the acquiring and target banks
for different event windows are presented.
Using the same methodology of Becher [2000] we test the cumulative abnormal returns for 5 different event windows. For the pre – announcement period the [ – 20, – 1] window is used, [ – 20, 1] and [ – 1, 1] are used for the
announcement period and finally the event windows [ – 1, 20] and [ – 20, 20]
for the post – announcement period.
The results show that there is a great difference in the cumulated abnormal
returns between the acquiring and target banks. For the pre – announcement
period, the cumulative abnormal returns for the acquiring banks were 2.87
per cent and statistically significant for one percent level. In addition, for the
announcement and post – announcement periods, the cumulative abnormal
returns for the acquiring banks on [ – 20, 1], [ – 1, 1], [ – 1, 20] and [ – 20,
20] event windows were 3.71, 0.99, 2.92 and 5.64 per cent, respectively, and
statistically significant for one percent level in all the groups. However, the
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cumulative abnormal returns for the target banks on [ – 20, 1], [ – 1, 1], [ – 1,
20] and [-20, 20] event windows were 14.25, 8.83, 8.27 and 13.70 percent, respectively, and statistically significant for one percent level for all event windows.
TABLE 4. – Cumulative Abnormal Returns of Acquiring and Target Banks over different periods
Event Window
[ – 20, 20]
[ – 20, – 1]
[ – 20, 1]
[ – 1, 1]
[ – 1, 20]
Event Window
[ – 20, 20]
[ – 20, – 1]
[ – 20, 1]
[ – 1, 1]
[ – 1, 20]

CAARS of acquiring Banks
CAR
5.64%
2.87%
3.71%
0.99%
2.92%
CAARS of target Banks
CAR
13.70%
8.27%
14.25%
8.83%
8.27%

t – statistic
8.707***
4.788***
4.694***
2.494*
11.792***
t – statistic
8.005***
3.070**
3.002**
3.255**
23.164***

The results show that the target banks earn statistically significant positive
cumulative abnormal returns in any of the event windows analysed. These results are fairly consistent with those found in previous studies (Chavaltanpipat et al., 1999; Becher, 2000; Mulherin and Boone, 2000; Delong, 2001, and
Houston et al., 2001). Moreover, one could conclude that mergers and acquisitions create significant wealth for targets. On the other hand, for the acquiring banks, the results show that they earn also statistically significant positive
cumulative abnormal returns in an of the event windows analysed. These results are in contrast with Houston et al. (2001) and Delong (2001),but consistent with Neely (1987) and Scholtens and De Wit (2004).

4. Conclusion
An event study methodology was used in this paper to examine the impact of
the anticipated, current and past announcements of mergers and acquisitions
on the short-term shareholder wealth effect of acquiring and target banks. A
sample of 24 UK domestic and cross border bank mergers and acquisitions
during the period 2000-2005 was analysed for the event window [-20, 20].
The results show that target banks gain significantly positive abnormal returns as well as acquiring banks. Additionally, the results show differences in
the cumulated abnormal returns between target and acquiring banks, where
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target banks gain higher significant abnormal returns than acquiring counterparts.
Furthermore, more event windows were carried out to provide this study
with a more accurate result in terms of shareholder wealth for both acquiring and target banks. The results show again that both target and acquiring
banks realize significant positive cumulative abnormal results in any of the
event windows.
In general, the findings show that the results for target banks are consistent
with previous literature. In what respect to acquiring banks the results are
consistent with some of previous studies and in contrast with others. Therefore there is no consistence on the results for the acquiring banks.
A future direction to our research is to extend the analysis to a larger sample
and overcome the problem that could arise from some of the chosen banks in
the sample, had more than one merger and acquisition. Therefore, it is possible that some previous mergers and acquisitions could also have some effect
on their following mergers or acquisition.
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RON P. McIVER

Lending imbalances within
China’s national banking system

Abstract
The objective in this paper is to explore whether patterns of lending in China evidence
a bias in lending towards the state-owned sector, and thus are suggestive of the continuation of policy-based lending post the introduction of the Commercial Banking Law in
1995, changes to policy and regulation, and more recent moves to further commercialise the national banking system via initial public offering of shares in three of the four
national state-owned commercial banks. To this end data is presented on the changing
composition of GDP, the state share of industrial output, and distribution of short-term
and medium- and long-term lending by pattern of ownership over the period from 1997
to 2006. This is augmented by an analysis of the state-owned shares of fixed asset investment and lending for fixed asset investment, which is required due to the lack of evidence on the composition of medium- and long-term lending. The findings of the paper
are that the state-owned sector has continued to maintain/receive a share of both shortterm and medium- and long-term loans that is disproportionately large relative to its
shares in industrial output and fixed asset investment. This is suggestive of the continued
presence of lending preferences to the state-owned sector.
Key words: China, bank and financial system reforms, composition of GDP, composition of lending, financial efficiency

1. Introduction
The commercialisation process of China’s national banking system (NBS) begun in 1995-1996 has now entered its second decade. China’s intent to create
a commercially-oriented NBS to support continued reform of its real economy has been evidenced in: changes to financial policy and law associated
with the creation of four national state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs);
attempts to address non-performing loan (NPL) problems within its NBS
system via SOCB reform, recapitalisation, and restructuring; official policy
statements and changes to laws governing the SOCBs, joint stock commercial banks (JSCBs), city commercial banks (CCBs), and these banks’ operations; and, more recently, conversion of three of its SOCBs—Bank of China
(BOC), China Construction Bank (CCB), and Industrial and Commercial
Bank Of China (ICBC)—to state-controlled joint stock commercial banks
(SCJSCBs).
Although considerable progress has been made, questions remain about success of the last decade of reform given evidence of continued preferential/
The European Journal of Management and Public Policy
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policy lending to the state-owned enterprise (SOE) sector presented in earlier studies (eg Lardy, 2001; Laurenceson and Chai, 2001; McIver, 2005, 2006)
by institutions within the NBS and financial system more broadly. Therefore
this paper considers the post 1996 evolution of the patterns of bank and financial system lending and GDP growth in the Chinese economy, whether structural imbalances are apparent in the trends of the data on each, and
whether preference in lending to SOEs is therefore apparent in China’s NBS
and financial system.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines changes in the composition of GDP, industrial output, and lending—particularly
short-term lending—for China. The review of lending considers data from
both the banking and financial systems. Problems encountered in the matching of financial and economic data are also discussed at this point. Section 3
provides additional analysis in the form of consideration of the composition
of fixed asset investment and funding by form of ownership, in order to provide insight into the likely structure of long-term lending by the NBS and financial system. Section 4 provides both summary and conclusions. These include the appearance of the continued presence of policy-influenced lending
in the NBS and financial systems, as reflected in a continued bias in lending
towards the state-owned sector.

2. Comparing and contrasting the data on the composition of
output and loans: background and complications
2.1. GDP growth and its sectoral composition
Annual growth rates of China’s GDP, growth rates of GDP by sector, and the
changing composition of GDP—primary, secondary and tertiary—measured
at current prices over 1997 to 2006 are presented in Table 1. What is apparent
from a review of sector growth and output shares is that GDP growth has
not been spread uniformly across the economy. Rather, it has been especially
concentrated in the secondary and tertiary industry sectors.
Primary industry has experienced the lowest average rate of output growth at
6.1 per cent per annum. This has led to a reduction in the primary industry
share of output from 18.1 to 11.8 per cent of GDP between 1997 and 2006,
a fall at a rate of approximately 0.79 per cent per annum. Secondary industry had growth at 11.8 per cent per annum. However, the share of secondary
industry in GDP was relatively stable, and only increased from 47.5 to 48.7
per cent over the period. Tertiary industry had the greatest rate of growth in
output, with an average rate of real growth of 13.4 per cent per annum between 1997 and 2006. This led to an increase in the tertiary sector share of
GDP from 34.4 to 39.5 per cent, a rise in share of around 0.64 per cent per
annum from 1997 to 2006.
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TABLE 1. – Growth rates in China’s GDP and GDP by sector (% p.a., current prices),
and sector shares in China’s GDP (%, at current prices)
Growth rate

Sector share

Year

Primary
Industry

Secondary Industry

Tertiary
Industry

GDP

Primary
Industry

Secondary Industry

Tertiary
Industry

1997

2.7

11.0

15.8

11.0

18.1

47.5

34.4

1998

2.5

3.9

13.3

6.9

17.3

46.2

36.5

1999

–0.5

5.2

10.8

6.2

16.2

45.8

38.0

2000

1.2

11.0

14.2

10.6

14.8

45.9

39.3

2001

5.4

8.7

14.6

10.5

14.1

45.2

40.7

2002

4.7

8.9

12.5

9.7

13.5

44.8

41.7

2003

5.1

15.8

12.2

12.9

12.6

46.0

41.4

2004

22.8

18.4

15.4

17.7

13.1

46.2

40.7

2005

10.1

17.8

12.2

14.5

12.6

47.5

39.9

2006

7.1

16.8

12.6

13.9

11.8

48.7

39.5

Average

6.1

11.8

13.4

11.4

Source: Underlying data from Datastream and National Bureau of Statistics China
(2006).
Notes: Primary industry refers to agriculture—including farming, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery. Secondary industry refers to activities categorised as industry—including mining and quarrying, manufacturing, production and supply of electricity, water and gas—and to construction. Tertiary industry refers to all other industries not
included in primary or secondary industry, and is categorised into industries involved
in the circulation of goods, services and information, and those providing services for
production and consumption, the upgrading of scientific, educational and cultural levels, and the provision of services for public needs. GDP growth rates are calculated from
GDP estimated using the industry approach to measurement.

Table 2 highlights the presence of a rapid decline in the share of the value
of industrial output provided by state owned (and collective owned) enterprises, accompanied by a rise in the share provided by industrial enterprises
with other forms of ownership. The ‘Other ownership’ category in Table 2 includes: individual, joint, share holding, foreign funded, Hong Kong, Macau
and Taiwan funded, and other ownership structures. As will be discussed in
Section 3, the measured fall in the state share of industrial output at some
3.54 per cent per annum between 1998 and 2006 is undoubtedly overstating
the decline in the role of the state in industrial production. This is because
the focus in the data in Table 2 is on wholly government-owned enterprises,
and ignores the role of the Chinese state in joint ownership and share holding ownership structures.
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TABLE 2. – Shares of Gross output value of industrial production by ownership (%)
Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

State owned
38.6
31.3
28.1
19.6
16.5
13.6
11.7
10.9
10.3

Collective owned
27.3
18.8
15.3
13.0
9.0
6.8
5.4
3.9
3.0

Other ownership
34.1
49.9
56.6
67.4
74.5
79.7
82.9
85.2
86.7

Source: Underlying data from Datastream.

2.2. Objectives and complications in comparing the growth in and
composition of GDP and patterns in bank and financial system
lending
Effective changes to government policy regarding lending criteria and the
role of banks in the process of financial system liberalisation should have an
observable impact on the composition of lending observed within the banking and financial systems. Evidence would include the movement over time
of loan funds towards those groups that utilise it relatively efficiently. This
may result, for example, if financial liberalisation reduces the level of financial constraint facing small firms and increases that of large firms. Thus, to
the extent that SOEs are larger than their township enterprise and private
sector counterparts, a shift of resources away from the SOEs should be observed following financial sector liberalisation (eg, see Laeven, 2003).
While straightforward in concept, there are considerable difficulties present
in attempting to pair GDP and loan data. For loan data, sectors are poorly defined relative to the data presented in the national accounts. Additionally, within these broadly defined industries or sectors, disaggregated banking and financial statistics only present the value of short-term lending to
state-owned units. Information on borrowing by, for example, foreign-funded enterprises, private individual, and township enterprises, is not disaggregated by industry or sector. Finally, allocations of medium-term and longterm loans, associated with long-term, capital or fixed asset investment, are
not available in a disaggregated format at the industry or sector level.
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2.3. The sectoral distribution of short-term bank and financial
system lending
TABLE 3. – Shares of short-term loans within China’s national banking system (%)

Year

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

State sector
Non state and other shortIndustrial and Commercial term loans: township, forAgricultural
eign funded, and private
construction en- enterprises
loans
enterprise loans, individuterprise loans
loans
(Primary in(Secondary in- (Tertiary in- al loans, and other shortdustry)
term loans
dustry)
dustry)
3.5
38.3
39.3
18.9
3.7
37.8
39.0
19.5
3.5
36.1
37.9
22.5
2.6
34.7
34.4
28.3
2.9
39.9
37.7
19.5
2.8
41.3
34.4
21.5
2.7
40.8
31.6
24.9
2.8
40.3
30.5
26.4
3.3
37.4
31.4
28.0
2.2
45.2
28.3
24.3

Source: Underlying data from Datastream and National Bureau of Statistics China
(2006).
Note: National banks include policy banks, state-owned commercial banks, and postal
savings institutions.

Information on the distribution of short-term lending is presented in Tables
3 and 4 for the national banking and financial systems. With respect to lending patterns, comparison of the data from Tables 2 and 3 on share of secondary industry in total GDP and the SOE share of industrial output, leads to
some important initial conclusions. First, is that for the (state-owned) components of short-term lending identified by sector, the share of lending for
secondary industry is high, relative to its contribution to GDP for both the
NBS and financial system. Second, and perhaps more significant, is that the
state-owned industrial sector has continued to receive a disproportionately
large share of loans from the NBS over the 1997 to 2006 period, both relative
to its share of industrial output and relative to that in the financial system
as a whole. This is consistent with the continuation of policy-based lending
practices within the SCJSCBs/SOCBs, and an area of government concern
(China Banking Regulatory Commission, 2004b).
It would be expected that the SOE share of short-term loans would have
changed significantly over time in line with changes in the policy role of the
SCJSCBs/SOCBs. Such changes will reflect the degree to which the SOE sector is allowed to remain dependent on short-term loans to fund day-to-day
operational requirements, such as the need to continue to pay expenditures
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TABLE 4. – Shares of short-term loans within China’s financial system (%)

Year

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Agricultural
loans
(Primary industry)
6.0
7.3
7.5
7.4
8.5
9.3
10.1
11.3
13.2
13.4

State sector
Industrial and
construction
enterprise loans
(Secondary industry)
32.7
32.1
30.4
28.3
30.8
30.9
31.4
30.7
29.2
32.8

Commercial
enterprises
loans
(Tertiary industry)
33.1
32.6
31.1
27.2
27.6
24.2
21.5
19.7
18.8
16.9

Non state and other
short-term loans: township, three kinds of venture, private enterprises and individuals, and
other short-term loans
28.2
28.0
31.0
37.0
33.1
35.6
37.6
38.3
38.8
36.9

Source: Underlying data from Datastream and National Bureau of Statistics China
(2006).
Note: Financial institutions include policy banks, state-owned commercial banks, jointstock commercial banks, city commercial banks, rural commercial banks, urban credit
cooperatives, rural credit cooperatives, non-banking financial institutions, postal savings
institutions and foreign-funded financial institutions.

such as wages, and associated labour costs. This is especially the case following reform associated with the Commercial Banking Law in 1995. That this
is or is not evident would be consistent with the strength of political motivations to ensure that changes enacted with the Commercial Bank Law and
other regulations dealing with the lending of the SCJSCBs/SOCBs discussed
previously were and are binding. It should be recognised that the political
and social costs of allowing large SOEs to fail may be higher than the government is willing to bear. To the extent that this is true, the assumption of the
presence of a soft-budget constraint on the part of both SOE and SCJSCBs/
SOCBs managers (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994) would appear reasonable. This
would ensure the continuation of a high share of the SOE sector in shortterm (and other) loans. Such a bias is evident in earlier studies of the relationship between the SOEs and SOCBs, such as that of Wei and Wang (1997),
which found considerable lending bias in the late 1980s to early 1990s period.
The relatively slow decline over 1997 to 2006 in the proportion of short-term
loans going to the state-owned sector in the NBS relative to the total financial
system, bar in 2000, and the increase in the share of short-term lending to
industrial SOEs in the NBS supports the argument that there still appears to
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be a considerable bias, post passage of the Commercial Bank Law in 1995,
in lending to the industrial SOEs. The abrupt fall in the share of short-term
lending to the secondary and tertiary industry components of the stateowned sector in 2000 may reflect the impact of the transfer of the NPLs from
the SOCBs to their associated asset management companies (AMCs), and
the impact of the introduction of the equity-for-debt swaps associated with
a component of the NPLs thus transferred (McIver, 2005, 2006). This fall in
the state-owned share of loans would then have been expected to hold (and
continue) to the extent that these loans were not replaced by new loans to
the SOE sector. However, this decline was accompanied by a rapid expansion
in credit provided by the NBS in 2001, suggesting that significant additional
lending to the SOE sector occurred. However, to some extent the data may
also reflect the importance of industrial loans in the lending mix and heavy
urban base for branches and lending activities of the SCJSCBs/SOCBs.

2.4. The rise of medium-term and long-term (fixed asset)
lending in total lending
While the analysis of short-term lending in Section 2.3 is suggestive of a bias towards the state-owned sector, it deals with a shrinking component of
the total amount of lending in China’s banking and financial systems. Table 5 provides insight into the rapid increase in the importance of mediumand long-term loans—primarily fixed asset loans—as a share of total loans
for both the NBS and the financial system as a whole. As a natural correspondence to this increase, we observe a decline in the relative importance of
short-term loans in these systems.
TABLE 5. – Maturity structure of China’s national banking system and financial system loans (% of total)
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

National banking system
ShortMediumOther
term
and Longloans
loans
term loans
74.6
24.8
0.6
70.3
27.7
0.9
68.0
27.1
1.1
64.5
29.1
1.0
54.5
38.3
1.8
50.4
40.9
3.1
45.2
45.0
4.7
39.8
49.6
6.5
34.8
57.2
8.0
33.9
58.9
7.2

Source: Underlying data from Datastream.

Shortterm
Loans
74.0
70.1
68.2
66.2
59.9
56.6
52.6
49.0
44.9
43.7

Financial system
MediumTrust Other
and LongLoans Loans
term Loans
20.6
3.1
2.3
23.9
2.9
3.1
25.6
2.7
3.6
28.1
2.4
3.3
34.9
2.2
2.9
37.0
1.7
4.4
39.9
1.4
6.1
43.2
1.1
6.7
44.9
1.6
8.6
47.3
1.1
7.9
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Medium- and long-term loans grew from almost 25 per cent of total NBS
loans in 1997, to just less than 60 per cent of these loans as of the end of 2006,
and from just under 21 to just over 47 per cent of all loans created within the
financial system over this period. This represents increases at an average rate
of around 3.8 and three per cent per year, respectively, in the shares of total
lending in the NBS and financial system since 1997. Jumps in the mediumterm and long-term loans in total loans observed in 1998 and 2001 would appear to reflect a positive impact from the Chinese government’s recapitalisation of the four large national SOCBs in 1998, and the impact of the transfer
of NPLs from these SOCBs’ balance sheets in 2000 and 2001 to their AMCs
in exchange for cash and bonds (McIver, 2006).
The increase in the share of medium- and long-term loans in total lending
supports additional analysis of their structure in order to determine the significance of the state sector in this form of lending, the focus of Section 3.

3. The state-owned share of fixed asset investment
and lending
As noted previously, data on the state-owned units’ share of the stock of medium- and long-term loans is not directly available. Instead we must rely on
information on both fixed asset investment and new fixed asset loans, which
indicate flows. Finally, information on the share of loan funding in total fixed
asset investment funding for state-owned units is also required. This allows
estimation of the share of the state in fixed asset loans over the commercialisation period, and thus inferences to be drawn re changes in the share of
the financial system’s stock of medium- and long-term loans that have been
made to the state sector.
TABLE 6. – Fixed asset investment by category of control (% of total)
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

State-owned Share holdunits
ing units
52.5
54.1
53.4
50.1
47.3
43.4
39.0
35.5
33.4

5.6
6.9
8.3
12.3
15.2
19.1
22.9
25.1
26.5

Collective-owned, joint ownership, individual
economy, foreign funded, Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan funds, and others
41.9
39.0
38.3
37.5
37.5
37.5
38.1
39.4
40.1

Source: Underlying data from Datastream and National Bureau of Statistics China
(2006).
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To gain insight into the share of the state sector in fixed asset loans, albeit imperfectly, data on the state-owned units’ share of new fixed asset investment,
the share of domestic loan funding in the total funding of new fixed asset investment, and the share of loan funding in state-owned units new fixed asset
investment (in selected years for which data is available), is presented in Tables 6 and 7. The final column of Table 7 assumes that the state-owned share
of new fixed asset investment loans can be estimated from the lending data
contained to give some insight into its relative size.
TABLE 7. – Domestic loans as funding for fixed asset investment (%) and estimated
state-owned unit share of new fixed asset loans (%) a
Domestic loans as a Loans as a percentage
Estimated share of
percentage of funding of funding for stateYear
state-owned units in
for total fixed asset in- owned units fixed asnew fixed asset loansa
vestment
set investment
1997
18.9
23.0
63.9
1998
19.3
23.2
65.0
1999
19.2
23.4
65.1
2000
20.3
25.2
62.2
2001
19.1
23.1
57.2
2002
19.7
n.a.
52.7
2003
20.5
25.6
48.7
2004
18.5
n.a.
45.9
2005
17.3
n.a.
46.1
Source: National Bureau of Statistics China (2006), National Bureau of Statistics China
(2002), and National Bureau of Statistics China (2000).
Notes: n.a. data was not available.
a. The state-owned units’ share of fixed asset loans was estimated by using the ratio of
the loan share of fixed asset investment funding of state-owned units relative to the loan
share of funding in total fixed asset investment and the share of state-owned units in
fixed asset investment (Table 6). Where data on the loan share of fixed asset investment
funding for state-owned units was not available, it was assumed that this figure took the
average value of the observations in the available data, at 23.9 per cent.

Although identifying that the state-owned sector has received a disproportionately high share of new financial system lending for fixed asset investment due to its heavier reliance on loan funding—the flow—the data of the
final column of Table 7 does not allow an estimate of the state-owned share of
total financial system lending to be derived with high confidence—the stock.
However, inasmuch as these estimates capture the fact that state-owned units
have been relatively more reliant on domestic loan funding for their investment in fixed assets than is the case for all investors, this provides some insight into the state-owned share of fixed asset lending.
The estimates in the final column of Table 7 are consistent with a continued
policy emphasis in lending decisions made by the SCJSCBs/SOCBs and oth-
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er elements of the financial system during the commercialisation process of
China’s NBS. This suggests that while the share of new fixed asset lending received by the state-owned sector has declined, it would appear to have declined less than would be expected following the initiation of reforms to the
laws and regulations covering the lending practices of the SCJSCBs/SOCBs
in the mid and late 1990s. Consistent with the findings of International Finance Corporation (2000), it can be concluded that overprovision of longterm funding to the inefficient SOE sector, particularly industrial SOEs, and
hence the lack of provision of long-term funding to the non-state sector, has
distorted and potentially constrained China’s real economic growth.

4. Summary and conclusions
The analysis presented in this paper has juxtaposed changes in the pattern of
lending within China’s NBS and financial system against changes in the composition of China’s GDP over the period focused on commercial reform of
the NBS begun in 1995-1996. To the extent that the data on output and lending is sufficiently consistent to allow this, it has made possible the identification of distortions in the pattern of lending, and thus potential inefficiencies
in the allocation of funds, to be highlighted as continuing over this period.
In terms of the presence of distortions in the patterns of lending observed in
the NBS, a number of biases familiar from the literature dealing with China’s earlier financial reforms may be recognised (eg Cheng and Cheng, 1998;
Huang and Yang, 1998; Lardy, 1998; 1999; Holz, 2000; Bonin and Huang,
2001; and Park and Sehrt, 2001). Consistent with the conclusions of these earlier studies, it is apparent that policy-directed or (‘favoured’) lending appears
to have continued to have a significant influence on the provision of loan
funding to the state-owned sector, particularly in the NBS. A heavy reliance
on loans for fixed asset investment is also consistent with the existence and
continuation of a soft budget constraint for managers of loss-making firms,
especially in the industrial SOE sector, which must also rely on the failure to
develop a true bank credit culture at the SOCBs (OECD, 2000, p. 87). These
features are frequently observed in socialist transition economies, where the
dominance of the state sector and, particularly, public ownership of both the
SOCBs and SOEs, is associated with a lack of financial discipline in SOEs
(Kornai, 1992; Li, 1992). This is despite considerable changes to the structure
and form of the financial sector, and to the laws, policies and regulations by
which it is supposed to be governed.
An important component of the analysis of this paper is the recognition of
a higher concentration of short-term lending to the state-owned industrial
sector by the NBS than is apparent for the financial system as a whole. This
may be expected, at least to some degree, given the rapid increase in the importance of the lending of the state-owned policy banks (SOPBs) in this system. Such expectations would be tempered by recognition that the SOPBs
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main role is in the provision of long-term funds. Quite surprisingly, the share
of short-term NBS loans received by the industrial SOEs has actually increased following the commercialisation of the SOCBs and the conversion of
a number of these into SCJSCBs, despite an increasingly rapid decline in the
industrial SOEs’ share of industrial output. Given that medium- and longterm (fixed asset) lending constitutes a higher proportion of total lending
within the NBS than is the case for the financial system as a whole (Table
5), and that the SOE sector is in receipt of a disproportionately high share of
new fixed asset loans (Table 7), it is also possible to conclude that the NBS’s
exposure to the state-owned sector is likely to be higher than that for the
financial system as a whole.
The continued distortion of lending towards the state-owned sector suggests
that the financial system must still be viewed as a tool through which China’s
central, and various other levels of, government may guide and assist in the
development of China as a transition economy, rather than a mechanism for
the most efficient allocation of scarce financial resources. However, continued
declines in the SOEs’ total share of loans suggest some movement towards a
more commercial orientation in the lending practices of China’s commercial banks may be occurring. This movement is supported by both policies
and statements made by regulators that encourage behavioural changes in
the lending patterns at the SOCBs, and is reflected in more recent discussion
by the banking regulators of the need to ensure reforms visibly proceed in
the future (eg, China Banking Regulatory Commission, 2004a and 2004b).
It must be concluded that recent reforms to the banking sector, particularly
the introduction of the Commercial Bank Law of 1995, have at best had
limited success in rapidly improving the efficiency of allocation of financial
resources. Government interference in the national banking system and
policy-based lending would still appear to be widely spread. Thus, nonstate, particularly privately owned, firms are being discriminated against
with respect to access to funds from the banking and financial sectors. Such
crowding out of non-state firms requires them to rely relatively heavily on
alternative, and more costly, forms of finance, including trade credit, to fund
expansion of their working capital and fixed assets (Brandt and Li, 2003).
A natural consequence of this additional cost is a crowding out of relatively
profitable non-state investment activities, reducing the growth of the nonstate sector and hence the Chinese economy.
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Exchange Rate Arrangements in Congo:
History and Empirical Evidence

Abstract
This paper provides an insight into one of the major issues of the modern history of
money in Congo, namely, the various episodes in monetary anchor and exchange rate
arrangements since the late nineteenth century in the African territory known today as
the Democratic Republic of the Congo. It starts by looking back as far as the fifteen century to comment on exchange rate arrangements set at that time, involving Portuguese
currencies and currencies of the ancient Kingdom of Congo, such as nzimbu, libongo,
and mitako. Following this introductory background, the paper analyses successively the
key features of monetary regimes and exchange rate arrangements over three major periods of the Congo’s history, namely, the Congo Free State (Etat Indépendant du Congo)
era (1885-1908), the time when the Congo was a Belgian colony 1908-1960), and the
post-colonial epoch of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, starting from 1960 to the
early 2000s.
Key words: chronic high inflation, currency substitution, dollarisation, exchange rate, hyperinflation, intervention currency, legal tender, monetary anchor, state budget deficit.

1. Early European Currencies in Congo prior to 1885
At the time when the whole of Black Africa was known as Ethiopia, the King
of Portugal was also titled Dominus Aethiopia. Later on, when the same region of Black Africa was called Guinea, divided into Upper and Lower Guinea, the King of Portugal took the title of Dominus Guineae, on the basis of the
rights he claimed from his possession of these territories. The lands of Congo
and Angola were part of Lower Guinea. This is the reason why the inscription
‘Dominus Guineae’ was engraved in the commemorative coin issued by King
João II when the navigator Bartolomeu Diaz reached the Cape of Good Hope
in 1488. The same period witnessed the spread of cruzados, justos and espadinus in gold coins, and later, of testaos, indios and reales in silver coins as well
as reales preto in copper coins, all over the Western African coast (Banque du
Congo Belge, 1960). However, the first significant minting of coins intended for circulation in Africa started in 1694 under the reign of Pedro II. These
coins circulated along with the traditional means of exchange, such as the nzimbu, lubongo, mitako, salt and fabrics, which served as means of payment in
the ancient Kingdom of Congo (Bontinck, 1987; Mambu, 2003).
The oldest source available on the exchange rate of the nzimbu is a letter
dated 20 October 1575, written by García Simões, a Jesuit priest, and pubThe European Journal of Management and Public Policy
vol. 6 no. 1 (2007) • issn 1726-6475
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lished by the Portuguese Society of Lisbon (Dartevelle, 1953). In relation to
the Portuguese currency at that time, namely the reis, the letter mentions
an exchange rate of 10 nzimbu for 1 reis. At the same time it considers the
measurement of greater amount a cumbersome exercise with reference to 1
‘lafuta’ estimated 2 ‘tostoes’ or 200 reis with changes in the value throughout the Kingdom depending on eras (Dartevelle, 1953). To give more details
about the units of measure, with their local names, used to count the nzimbu,
and their rate of exchange with the Portuguese currency, the Portuguese geographer Cordeiro de Sousa (1883), refers to a manuscript of Da Silva Correia (1782) entitled Historia de Angola. A translation of the Portuguese geographer’s comment, from which the figures summarised in Table 1 have been
extracted, is reproduced as follows:
“In an interesting manuscript dated 1782, History of Angola, written by Elias Alexandre Da Silva Correia, we find the second division of the n’zimbu and
its equivalence in Portuguese currency: 1 bondo (obviously the cofo) 10 lifucos
(lufucos in our text) 100 fundas, 100,000 n’zimbu, 5,000 reis. One funda, 1,000
n’zimbu, 50 reis. The funda is divisible in parts equivalent to 25, 20, 12½, 10
and 5 reis, this concerning the best n’zimbu.” (Dartevelle, 1953: 110).
TABLE 1. – Nzimbu unit of measure and rate of exchange (1782)
Bondo
Lifucos
1
10
–
1
–
–
Source: based on Dartevelle (1953)
Unit
Value

Funda
100
10
1

Nzimbu
100,000
10,000
1,000

Reis
5,000
500
50

Gold Franc
28.00
2.80
0.28

It emerges from this comment and from further investigation on the topic that
the locals of the Kingdom of Congo used a decimal system to count the monetary shells, in which the nzimbu were grouped by tens, hundreds, thousands,
etc. (Bontinck, 1987). One bondo was equivalent to one cofo, a name given to
the small basket in which the nzimbu shells were placed on collection from the
sea and Luanda Island beaches (Bontinck, 1987). The same source indicates
that the normal weight of one cofo was approximately 30 kilos.
In his work devoted to the Kingdom of Congo, Cuvelier (1946) carried out
a review of the variation of the exchange rate of the nzimbu from the start
of the reign of Dom Alfonso (1516) to 1787. Table 2 contains a summary of
the outcome of this review. Cuvelier (1946) mentions difficulties encountered
in retracing the value of the nzimbu due, for instance, to the misleading effect on the estimates of the translation of Portuguese terms, such as ‘dois’
(two) and ‘dez’ (ten). The same remark applies to the conversion into gold
francs, as it was already complicated for the Portuguese currency of that time
for various reasons, including uncertainties regarding the exchange and alloy
rate of gold and silver coins as well as counterfeiting of Portuguese metropolitan coins in the colonies.
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TABLE 2. – Rate of Exchange nzimbu/Portuguese currency
Year
16th century
1516
1553
17th century
1615
1646
1651
1692
18th century
1787

in cruzados

Value for one cofo of nzimbu
In reis
in gold franc

33
50

46,000

260

25
5
2.5
2

10,000
2,000
100
800

56
11.2
5.6
0.3

2.5

1,000

5.6

Source: based on various sources cited by Cuvelier (1946)

On the other hand, people from the coastal regions of Angola and Congo
used a device called nkuta or khuta, with variant khoto (also spelled nkutu or
khutu), as a unit of account; this is a term in the Kikongo language to name
a bundle of pieces of fabric, wood or metal as well as a pack of food or a bag.
The origin of this term goes back again to the Kingdom of Congo, where a
khoto (or khutu) as a bag, one of the insignia of power, was intended to contain the tributes paid to the King in nzimbu money. Due to mishearing on
the part of the Portuguese nkuta or khuta was spelled macuta in Portuguese
(Dartevelle, 1953). At the time of slave trade the value of a slave was determined in a given amount of macuta, and on this basis the value of goods to
be exchanged was expressed in macuta. A small mat woven out of raffia fibre, known as libongo was also used as currency in the South-western region
of the Kingdom of Congo. Bontinck (1987) claims that local fabrics were the
origin of the term makuta, meaning a bunch of four libongo. One libongo was
worth 12.5 reis, the Portuguese currency of the time. One dikuta was, therefore, worth 50 reis. However, as a result of the prestige attached to the coat
of arms, the value of one libongo bearing the Portuguese coat of arms could
amount to 50 reis.
By issuing copper coins to be sent to the West African coast, engraved with
the Portuguese coat of arms and crown, and referred to as macuta, the Portuguese King’s goal was to introduce, under a local name, an African unit of
account defined on the basis of the same patterns as an European currency,
with a fixed value equal to half the Portuguese testao or 50 reis, in replacement of a fluctuating traditional unit of account. The new unit was minted in
copper coins subdivided into copper halves and quarters, while coins of 2, 4,
6, 8, 10 and 12 macuta were, later on, minted in silver (Mahieu, 1924).
At the Belgians’ arrival in Congo in the late 19th century, the macuta was still
in circulation. It ceased to be minted under the reign of King Louis I (1861-
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1889). However, the locals maintained the term macuta – most commonly
spelled makuta – to name copper and nickel fractional currencies issued by
the Congo Free State and, later on, the Belgian colonial authority (Mahieu,
1924).
In the late 17th century, the Portuguese gave local names to the coins they issued to be used in their African territories in order to facilitate the progress
of trade. The value of those coins was defined with reference to the Portuguese currency, namely the Portuguese testao. One century later, the same
approach was repeated by the Belgians who made use of the mitako, a local
medium of exchange, to manage the transitional period during which traditional currencies were in use alongside European-style currencies that were
introduced with the colonial occupation.
Nonetheless, on the one hand, problems regarding navigability of the river
Congo beyond Matadi prevented the Portuguese from penetrating further
into the continent. On the other, the conditions for overland transport were
too harsh to encourage the Portuguese travellers to undertake more exploration (Slade, 1962). As a result, Portuguese currencies did not spread over the
country on a large scale. And yet, evidence of imported ancient metal currencies was found in various areas inland, confirming the presence of external traders and other travellers. In this respect, there was evidence of the
earlier presence of Arabs and, later on, of Portuguese, who used to extract
copper and gold from the Katanga mines, from the Middle Ages until the
early 17th century (Wangermée, 1909).
European trade in silver currencies with Africa and the East was fairly profitable, as can be seen from the considerable importance Austria gave to it in
the 18th century, especially with the introduction into Africa of the Thaler
known as the “Marie Therese Year 1780” (Mahieu, 1924). Although the Thaler was no longer legal tender in Austria after 1854, it continued to be minted
and exported to Africa until the late 19th century. A Decree of 27 July 1887
issued by the Governor-General of the Congo Free State set at three francs
the rate at which the Marie Therese Thaler could be exchanged at the State
Treasury (Revue Belge de Numismatique, 1896, cited by Mahieu, 1924).

2. Key Features of Monetary Regime of the Congo Free State
(1885 – 1908)
On 27 July 1887 the Belgian King Leopold II, Sovereign of the Congo Free
State1, issued a Decree (Bulletin Officiel de l’Etat Indépendant du Congo,
1

In 1884, King Leopold II urged various European nations to recognise the Association Internationale du Congo (International Association of Congo) that he had created for the purpose of
managing his African enterprise. In 1885, he proclaimed himself Sovereign of a new state he
called L’Etat Indépendant du Congo, translated sometimes as the Independent State of Congo and
sometimes as the Congo Free State, which he treated as his personal property (Slade, 1962).
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1887) by which the Congo Free State adopted the international monetary
system in force at that time, based on the Franc (F) as unit of account and
in line with the Latin Monetary Union. The system comprised a gold coin of
F20, silver coins of F1, 2 and 5 and of 50 centimes, as well as copper coins of
1, 2, 5 and 10 centimes. The F20 gold coin was to be struck at 900/1000 fineness, 6.45161 grams weight with respectively 2/1000 and 2/1000 allowance
(Royal Decree of 27 July 1887).
The Banque du Congo Belge in its capacity as Congo’s first issuing house ordered the National Bank of Belgium, acting on its behalf, to strike F20 gold
coins for a total of F50,000. The order was not executed and the F20 gold
coin has never been issued in Congo. No gold coin was in circulation in the
Belgian monetary system either. As money of account the Franc was divided
into 100 centimes and equivalent to 1/3100 of one kilo of gold at 9/10 fineness.
Currency circulation in the Congo Free State grew rapidly due to the expansion
of local trade. While between July 1887 and January 1895 the total number of
coins of different value that were issued was 268,000, it amounted to 342,000
in September of the same year, recording an increase of about 28 per cent in
eight months. And yet a larger amount of coins was required to meet the fastgrowing demand for money. The King issued a Decree of 19 December 1895
for the minting of F1 million in new silver coins. To carry out this final minting
of the Congo Free State the King instructed the National Bank of Belgium to
purchase 4,369.943 kilos of fine silver metal on the London market. The metal
bought was delivered to Brussels in February 1896 at a price of F113.30 per kilo or F495,114.54 carriage paid (Mahieu, 1924).
The development of mining activities in Katanga attracted a growing number
of workers from distant regions, who came to settle closer to their workplace.
As a result, what had been the practice until then, of payment in kind, of a
fast-growing number of workers, became increasingly cumbersome as the
volume of imported and local goods used as wages exceeded the needs of the
workers (Banque du Congo Belge, 1960). At the same time, the collection of
taxes in kind, especially in ivory and rubber, favoured during the Congo Free
State era, was subject to criticism because of widespread abuse. In addition,
this method of payment proved to no longer suit the changed economic conditions of the State, which was compelled to meet various obligations and administrative expenditures that required payment in cash, and this necessitated collecting taxes in cash (Droogmans, 1906).
In view of these considerations, payment in cash gradually replaced the
widespread method of payment of salaries in kind. As a consequence of this
change in payment methods, the King issued a Decree of 27 August 1906 for
the minting of a series of fractional currencies made of an alloy of 75 per cent
copper and 25 per cent nickel. Coins of centimes 20, 10, and 5 were struck
between 1906 and 1908.
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King Leopold II issued a Decree of 7 February 1896 (Bulletin Officiel de l’Etat
Indépendant du Congo, 1896) to create State paper currencies. Following this
Decree, the Governor-General of the State promulgated an instruction of 10
April of the same year to state that the first issuing authorised would comprise banknotes of F10 and 100 for a maximum of F400,000 nominal value.
The instruction made it clear that the bearer paper currencies were to be accepted for any payment due to the Treasury along with the State metal currencies. Tax collectors were allowed to exchange paper currencies for metal
State currencies, provided that the exchange would not result in any inconvenience for the Treasury. The State bills, the issue of which was not hedged,
were payable at the General Treasury of the Congo Free State in Brussels
(Louwers, 1934).
The issuing of State paper currencies met with no success among local people. The notes were subject to rapid deterioration caused by humidity and
insects. As a result they could not be reused, unlike metal coins which, in
addition, could be melted down again for some other use, such as spear ornaments, belt buckles or bracelets. Moreover, local people had no confidence
in State bills bearing an unknown signature. In this respect, they had greater
trust in foreign metal currencies, such as Portuguese coins in the southwest
region known as Bas-Congo, and Marie Therese Thaler in the east. They also had more confidence in coins minted by some locally well-known figures,
such as those bearing the image of Antoine Gushoff, manager of a Dutch
trading company in the Bas-Congo region, and zinc coins struck by the religious community known as the Pères Blancs that had been established beside
Lake Tanganyika (Banque du Congo Belge, 1960).
The Decree of 27 July 1887 (Bulletin Officiel, 1887) aimed at organising the
monetary regime of the Congo Free State, stipulated, among other provisions, a temporary acceptance of foreign currencies as a medium of payment
in the State. This provision was intended to overcome the shortage of currency in a new territory expected to witness fast-growing commercial activity and, at the same time, comply with one of the prescriptions of the Berlin
Act, which proclaimed free trade and circulation for all nations in the Congo
basin. As a consequence, a Decree of 3 January 1891 fixed, as shown in Table
4, the exchange rate of foreign currencies in circulation, namely the Pound
Sterling (GBP), Mark, Rupee and Marie Therese Thaler (Banque du Congo
Belge, 1960).
TABLE 4. – Foreign currencies exchange rate at 03/01/1891
Currency
Coin
Exchange rate/Franc

Gold
Gold
Rupee
Pound St.
Mark
Pound 1 Marks 20
Marks 10
24.20
24.40
12.20
1.30

Source: based on Banque du Congo Belge (1960)

Marie
Therese
Thaler 1
3.00
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Featured with a reduced volume of free trade, a barter-based system of exchange, tax payments in goods and labour, and the faculty of the State to pay
local people in goods, the economic regime of the Congo free State did very
little to promote the use of currencies. As a result, the money circulation was
dramatically limited. Moreover, on the one hand, there was a formal separation between the Belgian and Congolese monetary systems. On the other,
the monetary circulation in Congo comprised coins defined according to the
same standards as the Belgian ones, and State bills. The latter could hardly
be considered real paper money since it was not secured and nor was it legal
tender in private transactions, and was not convertible externally.
Shortly after the annexation, a Royal Decree of 14 April 1909 decided on the
withdrawal of silver coins of F1, 2 and 5, and of 50 centimes, struck by the
Congo Free State, starting from 1 October 1909. Those coins could be exchanged at the Colonial Treasury in Brussels and at a number of designated Public Treasury branches in Congo until 1 July 1911. Another Decree of
30 June 1913 extended the deadline to 1 July 1914. Furthermore, the general regulation concerning public accountancy issued on 22 August 1922 provided that the Public Treasury could accept those currencies until much later
(Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Ruanda Urundi (BCCBRU), 1957).

3. Key Features of Colonial Monetary Regime and Exchange
Rate Arrangements (1908 – 1960)
Article 1 of the Charte Coloniale declared a complete separation of legal entities, governing laws, and capital accounts between Belgium and its Colony. Nevertheless, Article 11 of the same Charte Coloniale defined the monetary statute of the Belgian Congo as follows: “(1) gold and silver currencies
that are legal tender in Belgium play the same role in the Colony; (2) silver
currencies minted by the Congo Free State are no longer legal tender or exchangeable at the Colonial Treasury; (3) any profit that may arise from the
issuing of Belgian currencies needed by the Colony is attributable to the colonial budget; (4) the King is allowed to strike special fractional coins for the
Colony, provided that those coins are not legal tender in Belgium” (Moniteur
Belge, Journal Officiel, 1908: 5887-5889).
A fixed link was established between the Belgian franc (BF) and the Congolese franc (CF), which were exchanged at par. In practice, the exchange
rate of the Congolese currency was dependent on the BF. This contradicted the principle of legal separation stated in Article 1 of the Charte Coloniale. The BF was particularly unstable at that time, and this instability affected
the Congolese currency and finance (Louwers, 1925). Although silver coins
struck by the Congo Free State ceased to circulate shortly after the annexation, they continued to be exchanged for new coins issued by the Colony until late 1924 (BCCBRU, 1957).
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With regard to fractional coins that the King could strike in the Colony, the
reason put forward for forbidding their circulation in the metropolitan territory was that Belgium was anxious to protect itself against ‘a flood of fractional coins valued on a too conventional basis’ (Halewyck, 1910: 13-14). On
the same principle, Belgian fractional coins were not granted the quality of
legal tender in Congo either. In both cases, should such coins have been exported from one country to the other, the cost of transport would have exceeded their low face `value.
Article 7 of the Charte Coloniale stipulated that the King was responsible for
setting regulations regarding the issue and circulation of notes representing
legal currency. On the one hand, the State notes issued by the Congo Free
State were gradually withdrawn after the annexation. On the other, due to a
rapid increase in the Colony’s business volume, it became urgent to issue new
banknotes and coins. To deal with the most urgent matters first, notes issued
by the National Bank of Belgium were put into circulation in the Colony during the first years of its existence, i.e. between 1909 and 1911. During this period, various banknotes issued by the National Bank of Belgium amounting
to F2,175,000 were shipped to Congo (BCCBRU, 1957). The silver currencies issued by the Congo Free State were withdrawn, starting from October
1909, while a large amount of Latin Monetary Union silver coins flowed into the Colony. However, the use of the Belgian central bank’s notes was subject to various legal and technical problems, due essentially to the much-debated management of the Belgian monetary system itself in relation to its
Latin Monetary Union membership (Willis, 1901; de Lannoy, 1931; Dupriez,
1949; Wertz ,1952; Moens 1976). The use of Belgian central bank’s notes was,
therefore, rapidly abandoned and the metropolitan authorities decided to issue banknotes proper to the Colony (de Lannoy, 1928).
In July 1911, the Belgian Government concluded an agreement with the largest banking institution established in Congo, namely the Banque du Congo Belge, which was given exclusive issuing rights in the Colony for 25 years
with the possibility of a review after a 15-year period (Banque du Congo
Belge, 1960).
As a matter of fact, the Congolese monetary system was, from the outset,
supposed by law to be independent from the Belgian system. This was to result in a clear distinction and separation between the BF and the CF. However, although it was clearly established by law that the Colony would have
its own balance of payments and monetary reserves, and, if need be, its exchange control applicable to all countries including Belgium, in reality, things
were different. From the earliest days of the colonial period Belgium always
managed to maintain the same par rate of exchange between the two currencies.
Actually, as claimed earlier, because of the disparity in the balance of power between Belgium and its Colony, the CF could not escape the influence
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of the Belgian monetary zone. In relation to this, Belgian parliamentary annals reveal that by the end of the First World War, the exchange rate of the
CF against the British Pound sterling (GBP) exceeded that of the BF by more
than 20 per cent. Nevertheless, on 30 June 1919, the Belgian Government,
obviously put under pressure by industrial and commercial interests established in the Colony, decided on the alignment of the two currencies. The official reason for this was that maintaining disparity would have resulted in
detrimental effects on new Belgian investments in Africa (Annales Parlementaires, 1920-1921).
Prior to the First World War the question of the exchange rate of the Congolese currency was not considered to be of significant concern or likely to
affect the economic development of the Colony. Moreover, the exclusive issuing right granted by the agreement of July 1911 to the Banque du Congo
Belge mentioned earlier helped to resolve the problem of means of payment
(Gérard, 1925). The issue of the exchange rate arose since the barter-based
mechanisms of transaction in use over le late nineteenth/early twentieth century proved to be inefficient in the new context of fast-growing economic activities in the Colony.
While the agreement of July 1911 regulated the issuance of bank notes among
other matters, the strike and circulation of metallic currency were ruled by a
series of Decrees issued over time starting from 1887. In this respect, before
the First World War, the only currency mentioned in the legal and regulatory
provisions was the Franc, which meant the Belgian Franc. The term Congolese Franc (CF) emerged as a consequence of the effective separation between
Belgium and Congo imposed by the First World War (Gerard, 1925).
Following the outbreak of that war, the Banque du Congo Belge opened a
branch in London on 8 September 1914 (Wertz, 1952). This branch served as
the bank of the Colony’s Treasury. As the latter was unable to obtain funds
from the Belgian Ministry of Finance based in Le Havre, it borrowed funds
in GBP in London. At the same time, Congo started to sell on the London
market gold extracted from the Kilo mine in the northeast of the Colony.
This was the starting point for a stream of commercial transactions in GBP to
which the Congolese currency was pegged from then on (Wertz, 1952). As a
result, the Colony’s currency note became independent from the BF and was
granted the quality of legal tender in Congo by late October 1914. From that
time the CF gained a formal identity distinct from the BF regardless of the at
par link established in 1909 (Banque du Congo Belge, 1960).
The London branch of the Banque du Congo Belge became the only financial intermediary between the Colony and the rest of the world. The bank
succeeded in carrying out the management of its GBP cash flows smoothly. The amount needed to achieve a balance was withdrawn from credits in
GBP granted to the Belgian Government, and from export proceeds received
for Congolese supplies to Britain. This was done at the same exchange rate
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as the one at which Belgian refugees in the United Kingdom were allowed
to exchange BF against the GBP, namely, GBP1 for BF25.40. The Banque du
Congo Belge bought GBP1 at CF25.40 CF and sold at CF25.45 (Wertz, 1952).
This exchange rate remained stable until the end of the First World War. By
mid-1918, when Belgium was still under the German occupation, the real
exchange rate of the Belgian currency was estimated at GBP1 for BF50. This
rate was 50 per cent below the exchange rate applicable to the CF in Holland,
where the quotation was considered more in line with the real economic situation, in contrast with the arbitrary exchange rate applied in the United
Kingdom in favour of Belgian refugees (Gérard, 1925).
Following the Armistice of November 1918 the United Kingdom broke the
agreement between the Allies that maintained relatively stable the exchange
rate of the GBP against the French Franc (FF) and the BF, namely around
GBP1 for BF27. As a result, both the FF and the BF depreciated dramatically, driving the Belgian currency down to more than BF100 for GBP1. By late
June 1919, while the Belgian currency was quoted at F31 for GBP1, the Congolese currency continued to be quoted at CF25.45 for GBP1 and the Banque
du Congo Belge was still selling GBP1 for CF25.45 and buying at CF25.40
(BCCBRU, 1957).
However, shortly afterwards, regardless of the legal separation of the metropolitan and colonial currencies mentioned earlier, the Belgian metropolitan
authorities decided to align the Congolese currency with the BF, which resulted in a devaluation of the CF by about 22 per cent (Gérard, 1925). As a
consequence of this alignment, the legal separation between the two currencies was denied as the Congolese currency resumed its linkage with the metropolitan currency. The official reasons put forward by the Belgian Government to justify a par rate of exchange between the two currencies were vague:
psychological grounds, identical denomination, close relationship between
the two economic entities, easy capital flows (Gérard, 1925). As a matter of
fact, the objective explanation stems once again from the nature of the unbalanced relations that existed between the Colony and the ruling metropolitan
power. The instability of the Belgian currency was arbitrarily transferred to
the Congolese money, which affected colonial export and fiscal revenues.
A Decree of 26 March 1957 established a control of banking institutions operating in the Colony by the Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Ruanda
Urundi (BCCBRU)2. Prior to that Decree, almost all the banks established in
Congo had a Head office in Belgium. Therefore, they were de facto subject
to the control of the Belgian Commission Bancaire, on the basis of an agreement concluded with the Minister of Colonies. By entrusting the BCCBRU
2

 Decree of 30 July 1951 authorised the foundation, under public law, of an institution called
A
Banque Centrale du Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi (BCCBRU), intended to take over all the
functions of the Banque du Congo Belge in its capacity as an issuing house, starting from 1 July 1952.
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with the control of banks the aim was to more efficiently take into account
local considerations in the organisation of this control (Preamble to the Decree of 30 July 1951).
The BCCBRU was entrusted with regulating and controlling foreign currency
transfers. The new regulation was based on the principle that any transfer of
goods and assets into and out of the territory of Congo and Ruanda-Urundi
was subject to the Central Bank’s authorisation and control. All foreign currencies received as export proceeds were to be totally or partially sold to the
Central Bank at its request. Similarly, the use of such foreign currencies was
subject to authorisation from the Central Bank. The effect of these provisions
was that of a protective screen between the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi on
the one side, and the rest of the world, theoretically including Belgium, on
the other (BCCBRU, 1957).
Nevertheless, since Congo and Ruanda-Urundi were members of the Belgian monetary zone, there was, in practice, free transfer between Belgium
and the two territories within the limits defined by the regulations of the Union Economique Belgo-Luxembourgeoise (UEBL) (Belgo-Luxemburg Economic Union).3 In this respect, in July 1952, the IBLC4, issued a general licence authorising the BCCBRU, Banque du Congo Belge (BCB), Banque Belge d’Afrique
(BBA), and Banque Commerciale du Congo (BCC) to make transfers from BF
into CF for payments relating to the following: (1) goods imported from the
Colony, (2) services supplied by the Colony to the UEBL, (3) dividends, interest and other revenues to the UEBL, (4) travel expenditure and maintenance
costs, (5) economic investments, and (6) loan repayments. Transfers relating to
these payments were subject to authorisation by the BCCBRU as a prerequisite
(Bulletin Administratif et Commercial du Congo Belge, 1952).
 n agreement of 25 July 1921 created the UEBL, whose role was to form an economic union beA
tween Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, based on a customs union with a common
customs tariff, common measures of quantitative restrictions, and a monetary association. Following the signing of the BENELUX and EEC Treaties, the customs union issue became of less
interest. The main features of the monetary association were as follows: (1) a single central bank,
namely the Banque Nationale de Belgique, (2) unified balance of payments, (3) a preferred currency, i.e. the Belgian Franc, and (4) common legislation with regard to exchange control. The
latter was entrusted to the Institut Belgo-Luxembourgeois du Change, IBLC, created in 1944.
BENELUX, an acronym derived from the names of Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg, started as a monetary and customs union agreement concluded in London in 1943 and 1944 between
Belgium, the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg. The agreement was revised in
1958 to become an economic union (Van Meerhaeghe, 1987).
4 The IBLC was created by a Law of 6 October 1944 with responsibility for controlling external
payments of the UEBL, which was established in July of the same year. In this respect it was responsible for collecting and analysing data used for drawing up the balance of payments of the
UEBL as a whole and a separate balance of payments for each State member. The Banque Nationale de Belgique was entrusted with the day-to-day management of the IBLC. The IBLC was in
charge of implementing legal and regulatory provisions with regard to exchange control during
the period when such provisions were in force, which they have not been since the abolition of
the dual exchange rate on 5 March 1990 (Banque Nationale de Belgique, 2002).
3
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In the end, despite the formally distinct identity stated in all legal provisions elaborated for the Colony by the Belgian metropolitan power, the CF
remained in fact permanently linked to the Belgian currency. This link between the two currencies was justified by the alleged need to preserve interconnected Belgian and Congolese economic and financial interests. These
were essentially represented by large industrial and financial groups founded,
in most cases, in the time of the Congo Free State, and heavily involved in
investments in the colonial mineral, agricultural and manufacturing, as well
as financial services sectors. And yet, over the 1950s, opinion was growing
among Belgians involved in the metropolitan and colonial administration, in
favour of a real separation between the two currencies.
In the meanwhile, starting from its creation in 1887, the Congolese currency
unit was defined on a par with the Belgian one. At times, as during the period of Congolese prosperity derived from the Colony’s contribution to the
First World War, the CF did meet the required conditions for its autonomy.
However, it was systematically brought back under the influence of the BF in
such a way that the monetary separation proclaimed by law between Belgium
and its Colony can be considered no more than an historical illusion.

4. Key Features of Post-Colonial Monetary Regime
and Exchange Rate Arrangements (1960 – 2005)
On 30 June 1960 the Belgian colony became an independent State under
the name of Democratic Republic of the Congo5. Following independence,
5

Joseph Kasa-Vubu was appointed President and Patrice Emery Lumumba Prime Minister. The
Belgian withdrawal was abrupt and ill-prepared. As early as July 1960 the Force Publique (the
army and police) mutinied. The Government requested the United Nations to intervene. The
country split into several secessionist regions. Lumumba, who was backed by the East European bloc, was deposed by President Kasa-Vubu, deported and murdered in Katanga in January
1961. His supporters took control of the north-eastern region of Stanleyville (now Orientale).
Moïse Tshombe, who was backed by Belgian private interests, declared the mineral-rich southern region of Katanga to be independent. Albert Kalondji Ditunga declared the diamond-rich
southern region of Kasaï to be independent. In Léopoldville (now Kinshasa), the capital, President Kasa-Vubu, the army under General Mobutu, the Government and the Parliament disputed responsibilities with one another until the appointment of Cyrille Adoula as Prime Minister
in August 1961.
In 1963 all the seceded regions were brought under central control and the country reunited.
Tshombe became Prime Minister in 1964. A constitutional dispute between President Kasa-Vubu and the new Prime Minister was ended on 24 November 1965, when General Mobutu seized
power in a bloodless coup. President Mobutu, who ruled the country for about 32 years without
interruption until May 1997, changed the name of the State into the Republic of Zaïre in 1971.
President Laurent J. Kabila toppled the Mobutu regime in May 1997 and re-named the country
Democratic Republic of the Congo. In January 2001 he was assassinated and his son Joseph Kabila was appointed President. Kabila recently concluded a peace agreement with representatives of
all military and political groups who had rebelled against his father’s ruling regime. A new Constitution has been adopted by a transitional (non-elected) Parliament, and general elections are
shortly to be organised, to appoint elected President and Parliament by mid-2006.
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the BCCBRU was put into liquidation in September 1960. On 22 September
1960, a Conseil Monétaire du Congo was established as a transitional monetary authority, while a law creating a central bank named Banque Nationale
du Congo was passed. The hard peg with a fixed exchange rate at 1 Congolese franc for 1 Belgian franc was abandoned in November 1961, time from
which the US dollar became the monetary anchor. The Congo joined the International Monetary Fund on 28 September 1963.

4.1. Monetary Adjustment of 6 November 1961
The first devaluation made after independence was announced on 6 November 1961. Initially the measure included the possibility of flexible adjustments
to the CF within fluctuation bands that were not to exceed 20 per cent. In
the end the adjustment was turned into a formal devaluation of 30 per cent,
considered as a minimum, essentially aimed at preserving the viability of agricultural export enterprises, as they were the only providers of foreign exchange revenue at that time. It was also intended to help lower the pressure
on foreign exchange reserves by reducing the demand for imports (Herman,
1962). Moreover, the adjustment was also designed to be the first step of a
far-reaching programme to reorganise the administration of external trade,
and as preparation for an in-depth economic reform.
The outcome expected from the adjustment depended on the political crisis
being resolved, as well as on a reduction in the State budget deficit, and wage
and salary restraints. These conditions, however, were out of the control of
the monetary authorities. As a result, the monetary adjustment served as no
more than a temporary subsidy granted to export enterprises, as they cashed
a larger amount in domestic currency for their export receipts in foreign currency sold to the banking system according to the existing foreign exchange
regulation. And yet the advantage they gained was immediately offset by an
increase in production costs.
The devaluation of 6 November 1961 accelerated the exhaustion of foreign
exchange reserves. On the one hand, it prompted importers to use foreign
currencies received from the Office des Licences (in charge of import licences) as quickly as possible. On the other, importers delayed the sale of their
stock in order to benefit from further price increases. To prevent this speculative behaviour from developing the Central Bank (Conseil Monétaire) instructed banks to reject any demand for foreign currencies intended for prepayment of imports. The prospect of devaluation in stages caused anxiety,
which made monetary activity more ebullient, and increased the velocity of
money circulation, as it speeded up the purchase of goods to prevent liquid
assets from being hit by a further devaluation (Banque Nationale du Congo,
1967).
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4.2. Monetary Adjustment of 6 November 1963
In early 1963 the Katanga secession came to an end and the country was reunited. With the resumption of a contribution from province of Katanga, the
Government was therefore able to count on a subsequently larger volume of
potential resources. It consequently revised its budgetary policy with the aim
of absorbing the public finance deficit, and correcting monetary disequilibrium. In the meantime there was a recovery in agricultural exports and in the
domestic manufacturing industry, which resulted in a supply increase. At the
same time, the increase in prices recorded since the monetary adjustment of
6 November 1961 contributed to a reduction in demand pressure. In view of
these developments, the year 1963 seemed, eventually, to offer better opportunities than the first two years of independence for a thorough monetary reform accompanied by a revised public finance policy. On 6 November 1963 a
new dual rate of exchange was defined, giving a buying rate against the USD
of CF150, and a selling rate of CF180 (Mambu, 1964).
For a short time implementation of these provisions helped to reduce the size
of the public finance deficit and stimulated export activities. However, soon
afterwards rebellions resumed and spread all over the central and eastern region of the country, undermining the process of stabilisation that had started to be noticeable in 1964. The situation was dominated by internal conflict
between political groups opposed to each other. At that time, lacking cohesion and discipline, the Government did not have at its disposal the means
of efficiently implementing a sound financial and wage policy, which could
have led to a long-lasting stabilisation. Furthermore, the existence of restrictions on external payments justified by the lack of foreign exchange reserves
prevented the country from having access to IMF resources and at the same
time caused a shortage of goods on the market (Banque Nationale du Congo, 1967). And yet far-reaching stabilisation programme would have required
substantial external financial support (from the IMF and other lenders) in
order to compensate for the exhaustion of foreign exchange reserves and provide a comfortable supply of goods and services.

4.3. Monetary Adjustment of 24 June 1967
The political background of the 10-year period starting from late 1965 was
marked by the firm leadership provided by President Mobutu who took power on 24 November 1965, ensuring political stability, and enabling the implementation of an important monetary and financial reform launched on 24
June 1967. The 24 June 1967 monetary adjustment was intended to resolve
the ensuing economic problems: (1) monetary financing of public expenditure; (2) decline in production and revenue; (3) continuous increase in prices, and (4) disequilibrium in the balance of payments (Banque Nationale du
Congo, 1967). At the same time, the Government created a new monetary
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unit called the Zaïre (symbol ‘Z’), equivalent to CF1, 000 (Banque Nationale
du Congo, 1968).
With regard to external payments, the programme provided two important
measures. On the one hand, the dual exchange rate established with the monetary reform of 6 November 1963 was abolished and replaced by a single exchange rate, which fixed the value of Z1 at USD2, to which the new currency
was pegged henceforth. The introduction of the new currency was accompanied by a devaluation of 67 per cent. At the same time, all quantitative and
administrative restrictions on imports and exports were removed (Banque
Nationale du Congo, 1967).
The first stage of the programme’s implementation lasted 18 months, from
late June 1967 to the end of 1968. By and large, the perceivable results had
been achieved at the end of this first stage with regard to public finance,
balance of payments equilibrium and stabilisation of prices. With regard to
the balance of payments, the results achieved over this first 18-month period went beyond the expectations. Export proceeds exceeded forecasts, mostly thanks to good prices for mineral products as well as an increased volume
of exported agricultural products (Ministère de l’Economie Nationale et de
l’Industrie, 1969).

4.4. Monetary Adjustments over the Period 1976 – 1980
In order to cushion demand pressure due to excessive Government internal
borrowing in 1975, the Central Bank issued, in the middle of the same year,
an instruction that increased banks’ compulsory reserve ratio from 40 to 45
per cent (Banque du Zaïre, 1975). The recourse to this monetary instrument
failed to result in a significant decrease in the volume of credit, which instead continued to grow to cover increasing government deficit (Banque du
Zaïre, 1977). The combined effect of worldwide economic crisis and adverse
outcome of the zaïrianisation and radicalisation policies6 contributed to a
further deterioration of the Congolese economic situation. To halt the continuing overall decline, another adjustment programme was prepared with
technical and financial support from the IMF, and launched on 12 March
6

In November 1973 Mobutu Government initiated a policy known as “zaïrianisation” measures.
Under these, the Government began expropriating foreign interests in various sectors of the
economy, such as farms, small and medium-sized industries and trading enterprises. Zaïrianisation resulted in the further disorganisation of trade channels and a further decline in the agricultural sector’s contribution to the economy in 1974. In November 1974, despite the lessons
that should have been learned from the unsuccessful zaïrianisation, President Mobutu decided
to intensify this process, by introducing a policy known as “radicalisation” (Young and Turner,
1985: 350). This policy consisted of nationalising all remaining private companies that had not
been subjected to the November 1973 zaïrianisation. All businesses, including even those owned
by nationals, with a turnover of more than Z 1 million were also subjected to the radicalisation
process (Young and Turner, 1985).
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1976. It was essentially aimed at gradually restoring financial equilibrium in
order to restore long-lasting growth prospects for the country (Bornemann
et al., 1979).
The domestic dimension of the programme consisted of urgent measures
relating to the State budget, lending, wages and prices. With regard to the
budget, the programme fixed ceilings for the following: (1) public expenditure, (2) money creation for the purpose of financing the budget deficit, and
(3) expenditure in foreign currencies. A ceiling was also placed on the volume of credit to enterprises and households in order to keep the demand
pressure under control (Banque du Zaïre, 1976).
Furthermore, the monetary unit, which had been pegged to the US dollar since
the creation of the Zaïre at the rate of Z1 = USD2, was devalued by about 40
per cent and the peg was changed from the USD to the IMF Special Drawing Right (SDR). The new parity, therefore, became Z1 = SDR1 or USD1.20.
The peg to the SDR was supposed to help reduce exchange rate fluctuations
(Bornemann et al., 1979). This devaluation was intended to improve export
businesses’ cash position and reduce public and private consumption in order to establish a balance between demand and supply. The measure was also
aimed at increasing State budgetary resources and at helping to offset the operating deficit of Gécamines. The programme provided for a gradual reduction
in the annual external debt servicing cost. The objective of this provision was
to restore external credibility. In the meanwhile multilateral negotiations regarding medium-term and long-term external debt were planned for the purpose of reducing the debt servicing burden starting from 1976.
Implementation of the 1976 programme failed to meet expectations, and
the economy showed no sign of recovery, while the State budget deficit financed by money printing amounted to Z300 million, or five times the budgeted deficit for the same year (Vanderlinden et al, 1980). Following the failure of the 1976 monetary adjustment programme, the Government drew up
another monetary reform programme for 1977, which included the following major provisions: (1) reduction of borrowing by the State Treasury from
Z300 million to Z160 million; (2) additional export dues on petrol and coffee; (3) quantitative control on credit by means of the imposition of ceilings;
(4) freezing of wages and salaries at their 1976 level; (5) tighter control over
revenue from exports; and (6) progressive settlement of outstanding external
payments and redefinition of external debt policy aimed at enabling the State
to seek funds on the capital markets for productive and priority investment
projects. This programme was developed with the support of the IMF and
the benefit of a stand-by credit agreement. It was also intended to test the capacity of the State to put an end to the squandering of resources and stick to
sound financial management (Bornemann et al., 1979).
Like all the previous programmes, this new one also failed to meet expectations. Despite a sharper increase in revenue than in expenditure in 1977,
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the global deficit of the State budget amounted to Z273.5 million for the
year, compared with Z160 million budgeted. In 1978 the deficit amounted
to Z566.2 million. This development was the result of the mining sector’s reduced contribution to total budgetary revenue, down to 20 per cent and 15
per cent in 1977 and 1978 respectively, compared with 50 per cent in 1974.
A continuing depressed level of export prices for copper and the consequent
weakening position of Gécamines, which had meant the company receiving
sizeable tax relief since 1975, explained this sharp fall (Bornemann et al.,
1979).
At the same time, the exhaustion of foreign exchange reserves reduced import capacity while the volume of short- and medium-term external debt
servicing arrears was growing dramatically. At the end of 1978 the external
debt was estimated at about USD3 billion, of which one-third represented accumulated arrears. Exchange rate policy and exchange control measures taken during the period 1977 – 78 were generally designed to address the problem of growing foreign exchange scarcity. Despite continual tightening-up of
the payment regime, arrears continued to accumulate year after year. This situation was a consequence of the borrowing frenzy the Government had initiated in the early 1970s, which is explained as follows. As one of the outcomes
of the monetary adjustment of June 1967, the increase in public fiscal resources, combined with favourable export prices between 1967 and 1970, resulted in a temporary restoration of equilibrium in the State’s accounts. This
relatively comfortable position contributed to an improvement in the country’s credit rating. It enabled the Government to borrow on the international
financial markets in order to compensate for the deterioration in the terms of
trade observed since the early 1970s (Leslie, 1987). Most of the loans negotiated during that period were contracted on unfavourable terms and without
due consideration to the return in terms of output and foreign exchange7. As
a result, very soon the country started failing to meet its commitments and
to accumulate a heavy burden of external debt arrears (Vanderlinden et al,
1980).
Following the devaluation of about 40 per cent and the change of peg from
the USD to the SDR in March 1976, the exchange rate of the Z against the
SDR remained unchanged at Z1 = SDR1 until the end of October 1978
(Bornemann et al., 1979). During this period, due to rapid inflation, Zaire’s
export competitiveness was adversely affected. So was the profitability of do7

 few examples are: (1) the very expensive project to transport electrical power from the InA
ga dam to the mining region of Shaba; (2) a USD200 million steel mill at Maluku, near Kinshasa; (3) the construction of Voix du Zaïre (a broadcasting centre), the country’s radio and television station at an estimated cost of USD100 million; and (4) the construction of an International
Trade Centre in Kinshasa. Between 1972 and 1974, Citibank was the lead manager in arranging
loans to Zaïre for a total of about USD164 million. By 1974, US commercial banks had granted USD200 million in US government-guaranteed loans and USD123 million in unguaranteed
loans to Congo (Leslie, 1987).
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mestic production compared with rival products imported through official
channels. In an effort to increase exports of diamonds from small-scale producers through the official market, starting from April 1977, the Banque du
Zaïre began to apply a preferential exchange rate to the export proceeds from
these diamonds. In this respect, the exchange rate was revised from Z1.825 to
Z2.20 for USD1 in August 1977, and Z2.92 for USD1 in January 1978.
In view of serious dislocations in the domestic economy resulting from the
widening disparity between the official and unofficial market rates, the Government initiated a new policy of successive devaluations of the national currency. Between November 1978 and January 1979 alone the Z was devaluated by a cumulative 50 per cent, as follows: from Z1 = SDR0.9 on 1 November
1978 to Z1 = SDR0.81 on 7 November 1978, to Z1 = SDR0.7614 on 27 November 1978, and to Z1 = SDR0.5 on 2 January 1979. (Mambu, 2003).

4.5. Monetary Adjustments over the 1980s
In view of the failure of the 1979-80 programme, the Government prepared
another adjustment plan for the period 1981-83. A contribution of SDR912
million was expected from the IMF in support of this three-year programme,
which set the following goals for 1981: (1) 2 per cent GDP growth; (2) 45
per cent annual inflation rate; (3) 36 per cent money supply growth (compared with 66.1 per cent in 1980); (4) 38 per cent banking system domestic
assets growth (the same as in 1980); (5) Z850 million ceiling on State Treasury borrowings, and (6) Z475 million ceiling on total lending to businesses
and households. For the three-year period the Government drew up a Z6.9
billion public investment programme (Banque du Zaïre, 1982).
During the first half of 1981 a number of measures were introduced, including the following. In February 1981, the Central Bank scaled up the allocation of export proceeds that commercial banks were allowed to make available to their customers to cover the cost of priority imports, such as raw
materials, intermediate consumer goods, industrial equipment spare parts,
commercial vehicles, and capital goods. Furthermore, the import of goods financed by foreign exchange resources acquired outside the banking system
was liberalised, allowing a wider range of products, provided that an import
declaration was presented to the banking system. This measure was designed
to encourage holders of accounts kept abroad in foreign currencies to repatriate their liquid assets in the form of imported goods (Banque du Zaïre,
1981). In April 1981 the Central Bank increased credit interest rates. Moreover, starting from 1 June of the same year, most prices were liberalised and
price control measures removed. Lastly, on 19 June the Zaïre was devalued by
40 per cent against the SDR (Département de l’Economie Nationale, 1981).
Right from the start of 1981, the Government failed to meet the requirements
for a successful completion of the three-year programme, which was, there-
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fore, abandoned. Its failure was due to both external and internal factors. On
the one hand, the continuing stagnation of Western countries’ economies led
to falling demand for the major commodities exported by the Congo. As a
result of low international prices for copper and cobalt, total export earnings fell from Z1,954 million in 1980 to Z1,475 million in 1981 (Banque du
Zaïre, 1981). This fall in foreign exchange proceeds undermined the adjustment programme, which resulted in a cancellation of the financial support
from the IMF. As a consequence, the volume of external payments arrears
increased (OGEDEP, 1981). The withdrawal of the IMF’s financial support
was followed by an increasing reluctance on the part of other institutional
lenders, international and national, to consider loan requests from Congo.
This attitude resulted in a dramatic reduction of external resources available
to Congo, which restricted the country’s ability to import goods and subsequently worsened the overall supply. (Leslie, 1987).
The economic and financial situation of Congo worsened in 1982. The year
was marked by a further decline in production in all sectors of the economy,
including export agriculture, domestic manufacturing, and the mining industry. To a large extent this regression was due to a lack of foreign exchange
resources. Export earnings in 1982 increased by only 3 per cent over the 1981
figure. This poor performance resulted from a sharp decrease in the market
prices for major exports, such as copper (20 per cent fall) and cobalt (50 per
cent price fall), combined with an overall deterioration of the terms of trade
(Institut National des Statistiques, 1982). This situation meant there was an
overall balance of payments deficit of SDR600 million for the year, of which
less than a half was covered. Furthermore, due to the suspension of disbursement of the IMF facilities agreed in June 1981 and the decline in grants and
loans from other international and bilateral partners, the net balance of external transfers was nil (Banque du Zaïre, 1981).
At the end of 1982 accumulated external arrears amounted to USD700 million, not including commercial and invisible transactions. Government
spending had grown by 46 per cent, faster than public revenue, which increased by 31 per cent. This was a result of the overall decline in economic
activity, stagnation of external trade and a reduction of Gécamines’ capacity as the major contributor to public revenue. As a consequence of this development the State budget deficit amounted to Z2.8 billion or 8.9 per cent
of GDP, compared with 5.9 per cent in 1981. Given repayments of external
debt that had been made, the Treasury’s overall deficit amounted to Z3.3 billion for the year 1982, compared with Z1.7 billion for 1981 (Banque du Zaïre, 1982).
By late 1982 the Government initiated a number of measures aimed at providing tighter control on public expenditure and more efficient collection of
fiscal revenue. The main objective was to curb the expansion of domestic demand and improve the allocation of public resources. In addition to these
budgetary and monetary policies other measures, designed to remove the re-
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maining price controls and to liberalise small-scale mining and trading in
diamonds and gold, known as diamant artisanal, by designating a preferential exchange rate to be applied to this trading activity, were also taken in
early 1983 (Beaugrand, 1997)8. With this liberalisation policy the Government aimed to combat smuggling in precious minerals and to return to official economic channels the largest portion possible of the foreign exchange
generated in the grey economy by small producers. Thanks to severe spending cuts the management of public finance over the first half of 1983, marked
by reduced recourse to financing by the Central Bank, resulted in a balanced
budget. This formal equilibrium was reflected in a fall in the growth rate of
money supply, combined with a slowdown in the expansion of credit to enterprises and households (Banque du Zaïre, 1983).
However, by mid-1983, the overall economic situation of the country was
still marked by a rapid increase in prices, an overvalued exchange rate, a
large balance of payments deficit, and a growing volume of external payments arrears. In view of this development, the Government decided to implement a more far-reaching economic and financial adjustment programme,
with financial support from the IMF. The essential objective of this new programme was to reduce the current balance of payments deficit. In this respect, on 9 September 1983 the Government defined a new exchange regime
in three parts, namely (1) modification of the exchange rate, (2) introduction
of a floating exchange regime and (3) liberalisation of the exchange regulations (Leslie, 1987, Mambu, 2003).
These measures were put into effect on 12 September 1983. The exchange
rate was modified from Z1 = SDR0.1575 to Z1 = SDR0.03542, which implied
a devaluation of 77.5 per cent compared with the exchange rate in force on
22 June 1981 (Beaugrand, 1997). At the same time a floating exchange regime was adopted on two levels. An official foreign exchange market was established for conducting a limited list of transactions with foreign currencies provided by the Central Bank. An unofficial free market, reserved for
transactions conducted by commercial banks using their available foreign exchange, was also set up. A foreign exchange inter-bank market was established with the task of fixing a free exchange rate of the Z against the USD
on a weekly basis. The Central Bank could intervene in this market in order
to strike a balance between demand and supply if necessary (Leslie, 1987,
Mambu, 2003).
At the launching of the monetary reform there was a gap of 10 per cent between the official and the unofficial exchange rate. This gap was gradually reduced and completely closed on 24 February 1984, the date from which the
exchange rate was freely determined by the market. This change went to8

 rior to this liberalisation policy, the exploitation of diamonds and gold was a monopoly of large
P
mining companies, and thus forbidden to others. Nevertheless an increasing number of small
producers were involved in this kind of until then clandestine activity.
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gether with a wide liberalisation of exchange and external trade regulations.
In this respect a number of measures were put into effect, including the following: (1) abolition of the compulsory transfer of 30 per cent of export proceeds to the Central Bank, (2) elimination of residents’ accounts in foreign
currencies, (3) simplification of import procedures and abolition of the related requirement for prior approval from the Central Bank, and (4) relaxation
and subsequent abolition, from 1 March 1984, of the provisions that assigned
export proceeds for specific purposes (Banque du Zaïre, 1984). In addition to
the revision of the exchange and external trade regime, other measures were
taken regarding the State budget, credit, prices and salaries, aimed at limiting
the expansion of domestic demand (Beaugrand, 1997, Mambu, 2003).
Before the monetary reform was launched in September 1983, budget expenditure, held under tight control, remained below the level reached at the
end of the same period in 1982. Starting from the fourth quarter of 1983,
State budget disbursements increased significantly as a mechanical effect of
the 77.5 per cent devaluation of September 1983. Such was the case, for instance, with regard to the exchange value of external debt servicing costs expressed in Zaïre. Furthermore, the devaluation also resulted in an increase in
public revenue, as the exchange rate adjustment significantly improved the
contributing capacity of Gécamines and widened the tax base related to external trade (Sumata, 2001).
Because of the expanding foreign debt burden, the volume of available foreign exchange resources proved to be insufficient to cover the balance of payments deficit. In view of this situation the Government resorted to negotiating further debt rescheduling with the Paris Club, which resulted in a
rescheduling agreement concluded on 20 December 1983. At the end of 1983
Congo’s external debt amounted to USD4.6 billion, of which 63 per cent was
owed to lender members of the Paris Club, about 10 per cent to private banks
(Club of London), 13 per cent to international institutions, and the balance
to other public and private creditors (Kikassa, 1989). The total amount of
debt rescheduled under the Paris Club agreement of 20 December 1983 was
USD1.4 billion. As a result of the agreement, the annual debt servicing cost
was lowered to USD651 million, of which USD221 million was effectively
paid before the end of the year (OGEDEP, 1984). This rescheduling policy
continued over the whole period covered by this review, and explains the impact of recapitalisation and consolidation of unpaid arrears on the exponential increase of Congo’s external debt.
The devaluation of mid-September 1983 resulted in a dramatic increase in
the cost of imported goods and services, such as fuel, the price of which
rose fivefold because of the price liberalisation policy. As this increase was
passed on to all other sectors of the economy, the retail price index grew by
28 per cent in September alone, while the average monthly inflation rate prior to September was at 4 per cent. In the end the average inflation rate for
1983 amounted to 76 per cent, compared with 37 per cent in 1982. Howev-
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er, as a result of a relatively comfortable volume of foreign exchange reserves
at the banks’ disposal, and rather low demand, no significant demand pressure was noticed. As a result, the external exchange rate remained stable until
early 1984. Set at USD1= Z29.92 on 9 September 1983, the exchange rate in
the free market was fixed at USD1= Z30.40 at the first inter-bank market fixing session of 21 October, and Z30.89 on 29 December 1983. The 10 per cent
fluctuation margin established between the official exchange rate and the rate
of exchange in the free market was gradually narrowed until it was cancelled
out by February 1984, when the single exchange rate stood at USD1 = Z33
(Banque du Zaïre, 1983).

4.6. Monetary Adjustments since the 1990s
From 1990 onwards, a period characterised by hyperinflation over the first
half of the 1990s, prices were increasingly set in foreign currency (US dollars
or Belgian Francs), although small-scale transactions generally continued to
be fixed in Zaïre9. As wages in the formal economy were settled in Zaïre,
wage earners no longer made use of the sharply falling domestic currency as
store of value. Soon after they cashed their wages these were exchanged for
foreign currency. Offices acting as foreign exchange bureau and street money-changers proliferated, forming an active foreign exchange market known
as a parallel market that was handling transactions on a continuous basis,
from a few dollars to several thousands dollars.
Overall, due to a sharp decline in export receipts and exhaustion of foreign
exchange reserves held by the central bank and commercial banks, which
formed the official inter-bank market, the volume of imports and other external payments financed by these resources decreased dramatically. This resulted in an increasing volume of imports and other external payments fi9

 yperinflation can be defined as starting from the moment when the monthly rate of increase in
H
prices exceeds 50 per cent and ends in the month before the increase in prices falls and remains
below this rate for at least one year (Cagan, 1956). Some other scholars, such as Salama and Vallier (1990), define hyperinflation with reference to three stages. Firstly, the increase in prices becomes exponential, out of control and unpredictable. Secondly, relative prices lose their consistency, which helps to speed up the increase in prices. Lastly, it becomes increasingly difficult for
the national currency to exert its essential monetary functions as a store of value, medium of exchange and unit of account. The national currency is then overtaken by some other foreign currency, generally the US dollar.
In the case of the Congo, from 56 per cent in 1989, the annual increase in consumer prices
reached 256 per cent in 1990, 2,500 – 4,500 per cent between 1991 and 1993, and 10,000 per cent
in 1994, before falling back to 370 per cent in 1995 and 657 per cent in 1996, as a result of a relative improvement in the public governance. In his study entitled “A modern history of monetary
and financial systems of Congo, 1885 – 1995”, the author refers to an alternative definition considered more suitable for Congo’s case (Beaugrand, 1997). Namely, on the basis of a threshold average monthly inflation rate of 20 per cent over three months, the corresponding quarterly inflation rate amounts to 73 per cent, and nearly 8,000 per cent on an annual basis. With reference to
this definition, Congo’s hyperinflation began in November 1990 (Mambu, 2003).
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nanced by resources in foreign currencies acquired on the parallel market,
that is to say, at a higher cost than the official exchange rate.
The parallel market was held and operated on an informal basis by various
intermediaries from the street money-changers to large commercial companies acting through several unofficial bureaux de change. Following the adoption of floating exchange rate regime in September 1983, and the resorption
of the gap between the official and the parallel rate of exchange, the most important of these companies formed a kind of board that liaised with the central bank and the commercial banks grouped in the Association Zaïroise de
Banques in fixing the exchange rate applicable on a weekly basis for all transactions in foreign currencies. The system remained under freely falling/managed float regime until October 1993.
On 22 October 1993, the Central Bank implemented a so-called monetary
reform, which consisted of the following major steps: (1) issuance of new
banknotes called Nouveau (New) Zaïre (NZ); (2) freezing of bank money;
(3) exchange of banknotes in circulation on the basis of NZ1 for Z3 million,
and devaluation at the rate of Z9 million or NZ3 USD1 (Mabi, 1997). The issuance of new banknotes stripped of six zeros was intended to facilitate the
handling of money as well as simplifying recording and accounting processes. The freezing of bank money was aimed at reducing the excessive volume
of the money supply, in order to cool down the high pressure of demand and
to lower the high inflation rate. The devaluation was justified by the fact that
the national currency was overvalued in relation to foreign currencies. The
opposition boycotted the NZ notes as it had the Z5 million notes. So did the
soldiers when the Government attempted to pay them with the new notes.
The dissatisfaction of unpaid soldiers gave rise to a wave of rioting and looting (Beaugrand, 1997, Mambu, 2003).
The set of measures of 22 October 1993 proved to be the worst monetary reform ever attempted in Congo. It contributed to further undermine the already dislocated system of monetary intermediation (Mabi, 1997). The Central Bank’s attempt to slow down the depreciation of the NZ on the inter-bank
market failed. As early as the end of 1993, one USD was worth NZ102 on the
parallel market, recording a differential of 191 per cent with the inter-bank
market. In November and December 1993 the monthly inflation rate reached
about 250 per cent. Although the rate slowed back to 191 per cent in January 1994, over the three-month period to the end of that month there was a
cumulative price increase equivalent to more than 3,300 per cent on a yearly
basis (Beaugrand, 1997).
The freely falling/managed float regime went on until late 1997/early 1998.
In June 1998, another monetary reform was launched by the government of
the new regimr conducted by President Laurent Kabila, introducing a new
currency called Congolese Franc (CF) at the rate of CF1 for NZ100,000, and
providing one year period for the exchange of NZ against the new currency.
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The initial mid-rate of exchange was CF1.405 for US$1. Prior to this reform,
the country was divided into four currency zones while the NZ exchange rate
collapsed rapidly, subjected to a resurgent four-digit hyperinflation fuelled by
a frantic printing of bank notes.
As a result of the monetary reform the economy showed signs of an ephemeral semblance of recovery. The sharp fall in the rate of inflation from threedigit figure to around 20 per cent was observed in a context marked by the
outburst of several seats of armed conflict in August 1998 and coercive administrative measures aimed at prohibiting currency substitution. By a decree of 8 January 1999, all transactions in foreign currencies were banned
with the aim of obliging foreign exchange out of the grey economy into the
banking network. The scarcity of foreign exchange worsened, reducing subsequently the volume of import of vital commodities. Importers resorted to
purchasing foreign currencies in the parallel market at a more onerous rate.
This resulted in rocketing prices of imported as well as domestic goods. Government expenditure increased as a consequence of the general increase in
prices, and as a result of the costs triggered by the war on several fronts. The
prospect of further liberalisation of exchange control vanished with the entry
of the country into the civil war.
From an annual rate of 107 per cent in 1998, consumer prices index rose to
270 per cent in 1999, and 511 per cent in 2000, while the exchange rate deteriorated by 91 per cent in the inter-bank market (81.9 per cent in the parallel market). In January 2000 the government devaluated the currency from
CF4.5 for US$1 and introduced multiple exchange rates with an official rate
at FC9 for US$1, currency to which the CF was pegged. For US$1 the official
rate was FC23.50 in June 2000, and FC 50 in October of the same year. Over
the first half of the 2000s, the end of period exchange rate expressed in CF
for US$1 evolved as follows: Cf312 in 2001, Cf382 in 2002, CF373 in 2003,
CF444 in 2004 and CF430 in 2005, year during which it culminated above
FC500 for US$1.
Empirical estimates of dollarisation recorded a rate as high as 90 per cent
over the mid-1990s, a rate which hovered at 75-80 per cent during 19982000, falling to around 75 per cent in 2001, as a result of the sharp disinflation observed during the same year (Mambu, 2005). The resurgence of high
inflation during the second half of 2004 favoured an increasing currency substitution, which took back the rate of dollarisation to the heights estimated
over the mid-1990s, namely around 90 per cent.

pegged as part of a
currency union
CF25.45 = UK£1

pegged as part of a
currency union;
CF1 = BF1
pegged as part of a
currency union
CF1 = BF1 =
0.0418422g gold in
practice
pegged; CF1 = BF1=
0.0301264g gold
pegged as part of a
currency union
CF120 = UK£1
through BF or 0.68
CF = French franc
(FF)1
pegged as part of a
currency union
CF176.625 = UK£1
through BF or CF1
= FF1

Dec 1914 –
June 1919

June 1919 –
24/10/1926

07/06/1940 –
20/01/1941

27/07/1935 –
13/05/1940
14/05/1940 –
06/06/1940

25/10/1926 –
26/07/1935

Exchange rates
fixed; CF1 = BF1 =
0.29032258g gold
pegged; CF1 = BF1 =
0.29032258g gold

Dates
27/07/1887 –
1896
1896 – Dec
1914

CF not explicitely mentioned in monetary agreement but directly
involved through BF zone

Anglo-Belgian-French monetary agreement of
14/05/1940
Ordonnance Législative No 61/Fin-Dou.,
14/05/1940
Ordonnance Législative No 89/Fin-Dou.,
20/05/1940
Belgium, ordonnance législative of 30/05/1940
& of 21/06/1940

CF devalued following devaluation of BF to maintain parity; forced
tender of notes of BCB; export of its notes forbidden

Devalued against gold along with BF

Belgium, decreeof 27/07/1935

Comments
franc: adopted as same name for the two currencies, Belgian and
Congolese; gold standard
Colonial charter of 18/10/1908; Congo free State becomes a colony
as Belgian Congo; coins of Latin Monetary Union: legal tender in
Congo
Belgium ordonnance-loi
CF pegged to UK£; Ruanda & Urundi (now Rwanda &
of 19/10/1914
Burundi) become Belgian protectorates (1916 & 1917) following 1st
World War 1917: de facto currency union Belgium–Congo–Ruanda–
Urundi (Ruanda joined in 1916, Urundi in 1917)
Belgium, Ministry of Colonies decision of june Following end of 1st World War: tight link BF-CF re-established at
1919
par despite 20% premium in favour of CF (effective market rate was
previously CF1 = BF1.2)
Belgium, decree of 14/11/19276
Return to gold standard; decree of 1927 gives CF its own gold
definition; prior to this gold definition was that of BF solely

Legal basis/source
Royal decree of 27/07/1887 by King Leopold as
Sovereign of the Congo Free State
Royal decree of 07/02/1896

Synoptic table of exchange rate arrangements in Congo 1887–2005
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09/11/1963 –
23/06/1967

06/11/1961 –
08/11/1963

22/09/1960 –
5/11/1961

25/10/1956 –
21/09/1960

pegged; official dual
rate CF150 and
CF180 = US$1

pegged as part of a
currency union
CF(Ruanda-Urundi)1= CF(R-U)1
`= 0.0177734g gold
= BF1
pegged as part of a
currency union;
CF(R-U)1 = BF1=
0.0177734g gold
pegged; CF1 =
0.0177734g gold =
BF1
pegged; dual rate;
official rate:
CF50 = US$1

01/07/1952 –
24/10/1956

05/10/1944 –
30/06/1952

Exchange rates
pegged as part of
a currency union
CF176.625 = UK1
pegged as part of a
currency union
CF1 = BF1

Dates
21/01/1941 –
04/10/1944

Republic of the Congo Presidential
Ordonnance-loi of 09/11/1963

Republic of the Congo Presidential
ordonnance of 06/11/1961

Republic of the Congo Presidential
ordonnance of 22/09/1960

Belgium, decree of 25/10/1956

Belgium, decree of 30/07/1951

Legal basis/source
Anglo-Belgian agreement of 21/01/1941;
Belgium, ordonnance législative No 107/Fin.Dou., 10/3/1941
Anglo-Belgian agreement of 5/10/1944

Following independence Congo (from then on Republic of the
Congo) leaves currency union with Ruanda& Urundi; parallel market
premium from 1960: above 50%
Congolese dual rate replaced “indirect” dual rate through
BF that had dual rate.
US dollar becomes monetary anchor for CF
20% of foreign exchanges: allowed to be sold on free
market where intitial rate was CF64 = US$1
When Katanga reunited with the rest of the country,
Katanga franc1:converted for CF1(Republic of the Congo
Presidential ordonnance of 09/01/1963)
Conseil Monétaire du Congo: acting as Central Bank
CF devalued after a civil war involving Katanga province

CF defined in terms of gold

Comments
CF directly pegged to UK£; notes of Banque du Congo
Belge (BCB) made forced legal tender (Belgium, ordonnance législative N0 105/Fin.-Dou, 10/03/1941
Liberation of Belgium by Allied during 2nd World War
CF returns to BF as monetary anchor
18/12/1946 Belgium registers parity with IMF
CF1 = 0.0202765g gold
21.09.1949 parity changes to
CF1 = 0.0177734g gold
Banque du Congo Belge, (BCB)’s right to issue notes
ceases; Banque du Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi
(BCCBRU) is granted right to issue notes & coins for
the three territories (Congo, Ruanda & Urundi)
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12/02/1977 –
31/03/1978

12/03/1976 –
1977

27/08/1971 –
11/03/1976

24/08/1971 –
26/08/1971

16/11/1970 –
23/08/1971

pegged; Z1 = BF100
= US$2
`= 1.777432g gold
pegged; Z1 = BF100
= US$2
` = 1.777432g gold
pegged; Z1 = US$2 =
1.777432g
`= 1.777432g
gold(nominally)
pegged; dual rate;
official rate Z1 =
SDR1
`= 1.777432g gold
(nominally)
pegged to rigid
basket;dual rate;
official rate
Z1=SDR1= 1.777432g
gold (nominally)
pegged to rigid
basket;dual rate;
official rate
Z1= SDR1.777432g
gold (nominally)

19/06/1968 –
15/11/1970

Switch to SDR as monetary anchor; Z devalued
cross rate prior to the switch = Z = SDR1.629014

By 1977: special exchange rate for diamond export;
recorded by IMFas dual exchange rate in 1978 only.

Banque du Zaïre Circular

Change in the name of the country from Congo to Zaïre
Zaïre did not follow US$ devaluation of 18/12/1971 did not either
revalue against US$

End of gold convertibility for all countries following
USA 15/08/1971 relinquishment of gold standard CF back to BF as
monetary anchor

US$ back as intervention currency while BF remains
monetary anchor

Comments
Introduction of a new currency, zaïre1 = CF1000
unified exchange rate (Zaïre: Portuguese pronounciation
of the local term nzadi for (any)”large river” attached to
Congo, name of the river know as river Congo or
nzadi Congo (spelled Kongo in local language)
BF back as intervention currency/monetary anchor
02/09/1970: registration of gold parity with IMF

Presidential Ordonnance of
3/12/1976

Banque du Zaïre Circular of
26/08/1971

Banque Nationale du Congo
Circular of 24/08/1971

Banque Nationale du Congo
Circular of 16/11/1970

Banque Nationale du Congo
Circular of 19/06/1968

Exchange rates
Legal basis/source
pegged; Z1 = US$2 = Presidential ordonnance of of 23/06/1967
1.777432g gold

Dates
24/06/1967 –
18/06/1968
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19/06/1981 –
11/09/1983

22/02/1980 –
18/06/1981

24/08/1979 –
21/02/1980

01/01/1979 –
23/08/1979

27/11/1978 –
01/01/1979

07/11/1978 –
26/11/1978

01/11/1978 –
06/11/1978

Dates
01/04/1978 –
31/10/1978

pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate
Z1=SDR0.2625
pegged to
rigid basket;
Z1=SDR0.1575

Exchange rates
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate
offical rate: Z1 =
SDR1
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate
official rate
Z1=SDR0.95
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate;
official rate
Z1=SDR0.81
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate
official rate
Z1=SDR0.7614
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rate
official rate
Z1=SDR0.5
pegged to rigid
basket; dual rates;
official rate
Z1=SDR0.375

IMF ARER (1981:461)

IMF ARER (1981:461)

IMF ARER (1980:450)

IMF ARER (1980:449)

IMF ARER (1979:460)

IMF ARER (1979:460)

Banque du Zaïre Circular of
11/1/1978

Legal basis/source
IMF, Board of Governors,
Resolution No31-4, 30/04/1976
“Second Amendment”

Devaluation.
26/12/1979: currency confiscation; old notes to be
exchanged until end year only for new ones up to
Z3 000 (US$1 500) for low income people and Z20 000
(US$10 000) for high income people
Devalued .28/01/1980: limited recognition of parallele
market by central bank with authorisation to import commodities
with foreign exchange from outside banking system; Freely floating
Devalued
Freely foating; large parallel market premium

Devalued
Freely floating; large parallel market premium

Devalued
Freely floating; large parallel market premium

Devaluation during time of an obortive invasion of Shaba
(Katanga) province from Angola by “ancients gendarmes
Katangais”
Freely floating; large parallel market premium
Devalued
Freely floating; large parallel market preminm

Comments
End of gold par value by agreement of IMF members
Large parallel market premium
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Congolese franc CF;
managed float
(IMF: independent
float)

pegged, multiple
rates, official rate:
CF9 = US$1
pegged, multiple
rates; official rate:
CF23.50 = US$1
pegged, multiple
rates; official rate:
CF50 = US$1
independent float

30/06/1998 –
21/01/2000

22/01/2000 –
11/06/2000

IMF ARER (2002:247)

IMF ARER (2001:243)

IMF ARER (2001:243)

IMF ARER (2001:243)

floated and unified exchange rate

Devalued
At least one of the rates: floating

Comments
Devalued to Z1=SDR0.035425; then floating currency as
liberalisation measure; also back to dual rate
Free rate: 5% above offical rate from 17/10 1938 and 2.5% above
from 02/01/1984
unified exchange rate.
19/08/1991: offical weekly auction “fixing” rate unified
with “out of fixing”rates on other days of the week
Large parallel market premium; Managed float
Oct. 1991-Sep. 1992: hyperfloat
NZ introduced at 3million old Z; exchange rate of NZ:
NZ3 = US$1; 11% devaluation compared to previous rate of old Z
“Hyperfloat” Nov.1993-Sep. 1994;
managed float to Nov1997.
From 1993 until late 1997: country divided into 2 to 4
monetary zones
Introduction of a new currency at CF1 = NZ100 000
initial mid-rate: CF1.405 = US$1
one-year transition period for exchanging old currency.
new currency came as an effort to a unified monetary
area in the country didived into several monetary zones
prior to this reform
Devalued from CF4.5 = US$1; pegged to US$
re-introduction of multiple exchange rates
Peace in civil war: rather elusive
Devalued further during civil war
At least one of the rates: floating

Source: (Mambu 2003); (Schuler 2004); (Banque Centrale du Congo 2005); IMF (2005)

Since
26/05/2001

24/10/2000 –
25/05/2001

12/06/2000 –
23/10/2000

New Zaïre (NZ);
managed float
(IMF: independent
float)

22/10/1993 –
29/06/1998

Zaïre Ordonnance-Loi No93/003 of
28/09/1993
17/05/1997: end of President Mobutu regime
toppled by President Laurent Kabila
Country: back to its former name
Democratic republic of the Congo
Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC), Decree-Law of 17/06/1998

Banque du Zaïre, Circular No 210
independent float,
dual rate; official rate: of 29/02/1984
Z1=0.95

01/03/1984 –
21/10/1993

Legal basis/source
Banque du Zaïre, Circular No 199
of 10/09/1983

Exchange rates
managed float, dual
rate

Dates
12/09/1983 –
29/02/1984
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5. Concluding remarks
To sum up, as can be seen from the synoptic Table above, this paper explored
the history of monetary anchor and exchange rates arrangements of the Congo that is known today as the Democratic Republic of the Congo, a country
which started as an independent state established in 1885 as a private property of the Belgian King Leopold II until it became a Belgian colony in 1908.
As an introduction, exchange rate arrangements prior to 1885 between currencies of the Kingdom of Congo known since the 15th century and Portuguese currencies were briefly addressed to mention the early presence of European currencies in Congo.
The monetary and financial system that the Belgian Monarch set up in the
Etat Indépendant du Congo in his capacity as the Sovereign of the State was
basically marked by the ownership that he claimed over the Congolese territory, regardless of the provisions of the 1885 Berlin Act, which guaranteed
free circulation of currencies and capital flows within the boundaries of the
Congo basin. The key monetary provisions were virtually Gold Standardbased, with silver coins externally convertible and unsecured State bills, but
no free minting or internal circulation of gold coins.
During the colonial period, regardless of the separation established by law
between Belgium and its Colony, the Congolese currency was subject to devaluations that were decided on the basis of external conditions relating to
metropolitan economic and monetary development. This policy was applied
on the disputable grounds that a differentiation of the exchange rate between
the two currencies would be detrimental to both the Belgian and the Congolese economies. And yet the separation of the two currencies was systematically either cited or merely ignored, depending on what was in the interest of
metropolitan Belgium. Whenever Belgium devalued its currency the CF was
forced to devalue in the same way. As pointed out by Wertz (1952), while it
was obvious that a devaluation of the CF would not trigger an automatic and
equivalent devaluation of the BF, given the legal separation of the two currencies, by the same token the reverse ought to be applicable. In practice, as
a result of the political unbalance of power, metropolitan interests defeated
legal provisions.
Following independence of Congo in June 1960, the currency union formed
with the two territories known today as Rwanda and Burundi ceased. The
hard peg with a fixed exchange rate at 1 Congolese franc for 1 Belgian franc
was abandoned in November 1961, time from which the US dollar became
the monetary anchor. From then on the history of exchange rate arrangements in Congo was marked by rather erratic developments. The country
implemented frequent monetary reforms and moved successively from one
monetary anchor to another, switching sometimes to the US dollar, sometimes back to the Belgian franc, and sometimes to the SDR, as well as from
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hard peg to soft peg. Likewise, over time since independence, the Congolese
currency swung alternatively from a single exchange rate to dual and even
multiple exchange rates.
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Tax Evasion and Ethics: a Comparative Study of
Asian and European Opinion

Abstract
The ethics of tax evasion has been discussed sporadically in the theological and philosophical literature for at least 500 years. Martin Crowe wrote a doctoral thesis that reviewed much of that literature in 1944. The debate revolved around about 15 issues.
Over the centuries, three main views evolved on the topic. But the public finance literature has paid scant attention to this issue, perhaps because of the belief that tax evasion
is always unethical. This paper examines the tax evasion data for China, Japan, Korea,
Finland, Germany and the United Kingdom that was gathered as part of a much larger
study on human beliefs and values. Country comparisons were made as well as comparisons based on gender and age to determine whether views on tax evasion differ based
on those two demographics.
Key words: tax evasion, ethics, China, Japan, Korea, Finland, Germany, United Kingdom

1. Introduction
Although tax evasion has been discussed extensively in the economics and
public finance literature, little has been said about it from the perspective of
ethics. There are some exceptions. Martin Crowe (1944), a Catholic priest,
conducted an extensive review of 500 years worth of the religious and philosophical literature on the ethics of tax evasion. More recently McGee (1998a)
published an edited book on the subject and Torgler (2003) published a doctoral dissertation on tax morale, a portion of which investigated ethical aspects of tax evasion.
Several studies have been done from various religious perspectives, including
Christianity (Gronbacher, 1998; Pennock, 1998), Judaism (Cohn, 1998; McGee & Cohn, 2006; Tamari, 1998), Islam (McGee, 1998b; Murtuza & Ghazanfar, 1998), Baha’i (DeMoville, 1998) and Mormon (McGee & Smith, 2006;
Smith & Kimball, 1998). If one were to summarize these studies in a single
sentence it would be that Jews, Baha’is and Mormons are strongly opposed to
tax evasion, whereas Christians and Muslims are more flexible on the topic.
Some theoretical country studies have also been done. Ballas and Tsoukas (1998) discuss tax evasion and government corruption in Greece. Morales (1998) reports on the ethics of tax evasion from a Mexican perspective
and concludes that the duty to one’s family at times supersedes one’s duty to
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the state. Preobragenskaya and McGee (2004) and Vaguine (1998) examine
tax evasion in Russia. Smatrakalev (1998) discusses tax evasion in Bulgaria.
These studies all conclude that there is a widespread feeling that tax evasion
is ethically justifiable in at least some circumstances, a conclusion that corresponds closely to that reflected in the Christian literature that Crowe (1944)
discussed in his research.
Some empirical studies and surveys have been conducted to determine the
views on tax evasion in several countries. McGee (1999) conducted a survey to determine why tax evasion is so prevalent in Armenia. A more recent
study looked at tax evasion in Armenia in more depth (McGee & Maranjyan, 2006). Country studies have also been conducted for Argentina (McGee & Rossi, 2006), Bosnia (McGee, Basic & Tyler, 2006), China (McGee &
An, 2006: McGee & Guo, 2006), Germany (McGee, Nickerson & Fees, 2006),
Guatemala (McGee & Lingle, 2005), Hong Kong (McGee & Ho, 2006), Macau
(McGee, Noronha & Tyler, 2006), Taiwan (McGee & Andres, 2007), Poland
(McGee & Bernal, 2006), Romania (McGee, 2006a) and Slovakia (McGee &
Tusan, 2006).
If one were to summarize these studies in a single sentence it would be that
most people find tax evasion to be ethical in some situations, although some
arguments to justify tax evasion are stronger than others. These studies generally found that there are three basic positions on the ethics of tax evasion –
it is never ethical, sometimes ethical or always ethical, although support for
the always ethical position was the weakest of the three. These three positions
are discussed in depth by McGee (2006b).

2. The Present Study
2.1. Methodology
The present study used a methodology that is different from those of the
other empirical studies mentioned above. It uses data that were collected as
part of a much larger study of human beliefs and values. The Human Beliefs
and Values Surveys (Inglehart et al. 2004) collected responses to hundreds
of questions from 200,000 people in 81 societies representing 85 percent of
the world’s population. The data collected are a gold mine for social science
researchers. However, the method of collection could be criticized. The interviews were face to face, which introduces a bias, since people might have
different answers to some questions if they could answer anonymously. But
even with this bias it is possible to examine certain relationships.
Studies have examined the relationship between ethical behavior and other
factors such as gender and age. The present study examines these variables in
order to determine whether these factors have any relationship to opinions
on the ethics of tax evasion.
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Comparing the findings in the Human Beliefs and Values Surveys to the various tax evasion surveys cited above would not yield many useful conclusions, for several reasons. For one, different groups were surveyed. The Human Beliefs and Values Surveys gathered the views of a wider demographic,
with widely varying age, education and income, whereas the various tax evasion studies gathered data from university students, who are younger, poorer
and more educated than the general population.
Another reason why any comparison between the two groups of studies
would not yield any strong conclusions is because of the different ways in
which the data were gathered. The various tax evasion surveys gathered data
anonymously whereas the Human Beliefs and Values surveys gathered data
by face to face interviews. Individuals might be less likely to admit they find
little or nothing wrong with tax evasion if some stranger is asking them the
question face to face. That might explain why the Human Beliefs and Values
Survey scores for Slovakia show that Slovaks are strongly opposed to tax evasion whereas the McGee and Tusan (2006) survey of Slovakia revealed just
the opposite.
The question used in the Human Beliefs and Values surveys was as follows:
“Please tell me for each of the following statements whether you
think it can always be justified, never be justified, or something in
between: Cheating on taxes if you have a chance.” (Inglehart et al,
2004, Table F116).
The scale on the survey was from 1 to 10 where 1 represents “never justifiable” and 10 represents “always justifiable.”
Table 1 shows the sample size for each of the six countries included in the
study. The total sample was 6,543. China, Japan and Korea were chosen as
representative Asian countries. They all have large populations and have
strong economies, although they differ as to culture and political system.
China is still in a state of transition from a centrally planned economy to a
market economy whereas Japan and Korea have long had market economies.
One might expect that Chinese people would be less averse to tax evasion
than taxpayers in Japan and Korea because people who live under communism generally have little respect for their government. At least that was the
case for the former Soviet countries and the countries in Eastern and Central Europe that were Soviet satellites until 1989. That premise could be tested with the data used in the present study. As representative European countries, Germany, United Kingdom, and Finland were chosen.
Finland was chosen as one of the representative European countries because
Finland and the other Scandinavian countries have a reputation for being relatively free of corruption. The corruption indexes that have been published
in recent years rank the Scandinavian countries as being among the least corrupt in the world. Presumably, that means the citizens of Finland would be
most opposed to tax evasion. The present study tests this premise.
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TABLE 1. – Sample size
China
Finland
Germany
Japan
Korea
United Kingdom
Total

985
1026
1029
1312
1199
992
6543

Germany was chosen because it is the largest economy in continental Europe. The United Kingdom was chosen because it has a strong economy and
has a common law legal system, and thus differs from the continental European countries, which have civil law systems. Thus, the choices for the European group provide a certain diversity. Whether this diversity would result in
diversity of viewpoint toward tax evasion is a question that the present study
was able to answer.
Comparisons were made between Asian and European countries in total and
also between the various Asian countries and the three European countries
to determine whether the view toward tax evasion differed by country. Gender and age comparisons were also made to determine whether views differed by gender or age.

2.2. Findings
Table 2 compares the mean scores for the six countries. The results are separated by continent. The three Asian countries in the study had the three lowest mean scores, which indicates that Asians (or at least Asians in the three
selected countries) are more opposed to tax evasion than are Europeans. This
finding is somewhat surprising, especially when one considers that China, a
communist country, was included in the survey. One would expect that communist countries would be less opposed to tax evasion, given the evidence of
lack of respect for government that was pervasive in communist countries in
Europe and the former Soviet Union. But such was not the case.
One possible explanation for this somewhat surprising finding is due to the
methodology used to collect the data. Interviewers asked respondents face to
face what their views were on a wide range of issues, including tax evasion. It
is possible that respondents were not willing to state their true feelings, since
responses were not anonymous and since the communist government might
punish them for saying anything that appeared to be anti-government.
Chart 1 shows the relative scores for each country graphically. The three
Asian countries included in the sample all had lower scores than the European countries. However, none of the mean scores were greater than 2.50
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which, on a scale of 1 to 10 indicates that there was strong opposition to tax
evasion for all countries included in the study. Such an analysis helps on the
put things in perspective.
TABLE 2. – Comparison of mean scores
( 1 = never justifiable; 10 = always justifiable)
ASIA
China
Japan
Korea
Average Asia
EUROPE
Finland
Germany
United Kingdom
Average Europe

1.57
1.46
1.59
1.54
2.46
2.35
2.42
2.41

CHART 1. – Mean Scores
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Although the Asian scores were lower than those of the European countries
included in the study, the question remains whether they were significantly
different. That question is answered in Table 3.
When one uses Wilcoxon tests to compare the overall Asian scores to the
overall European scores, one finds that the Asian scores are significantly different from the European scores at the 1 percent level. Comparing scores
within the groups also yields some interesting results. Comparing the scores
of the individual Asian countries found that the Japanese mean score was significantly lower than both the Chinese and Korean scores but that there was
no statistical difference between the Chinese and Korean scores.
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TABLE 3. – Comparison of p values for mean scores

Comparison
Asia v. Europe
China v. Japan
China v. Korea
Japan v. Korea
Finland v. Germany
Finland v. UK
Germany v. UK
* Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%

p Value
4.281e-71
0.01268
0.3436
0.0003024
0.4341
0.5951
0.6966

*
**
*

Comparisons within the European group found no statistical differences. Although Germany had the lowest score within the European group, its score
was not significantly different from the score from Finland, which had the
highest score. What was surprising was that the score for Finland was the
highest of any of the six countries. Finland and the other Scandinavian countries are among the least corrupt countries on earth according to various corruption studies, yet Finnish people are the least averse to tax evasion of the
six countries included in the present study.
There are several possible explanations for this unexpected finding. One explanation is that the Finnish people, being more honest than people from
other countries, gave responses during the course of the face to face interviews that were more honest, whereas participants from the other countries
tended to lie more frequently. Another possible explanation is that the Fins
are less opposed to tax evasion because Finland is one of the most heavily
taxed countries on earth and they feel that the government is not entitled to
take such a high percentage of their income from them.
Any explanation is speculative, of course. In order to find the real reason for
the relatively high Finnish score one must ask the participants for the reasons
behind their responses, which the interviewers did not do. Respondents were
asked to answer more than 200 questions and it would not have been feasible to ask them the reasons behind the 200+ responses, so the data gatherers
should not be criticized too harshly for failing to gather more detailed data.
The findings in the present study confirm those found in similar studies of
Asian countries (McGee, 2006c), Vietnam (McGee, 2006d) and thirty-three
countries from several continents (McGee & Tyler, 2007) that used the Human Beliefs and Values survey data. However, the present findings conflict
with tax evasion studies of China (McGee & An, 2006; McGee & Guo, 2006),
Hong Kong (McGee & Ho, 2006), Macau (McGee, Noronha & Tyler, 2006)
and Taiwan (McGee & Andres, 2007). Those studies found that there was
widespread acceptance of tax evasion.
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The difference in findings can perhaps be explained by the methodology. In
the other studies an anonymous survey instrument was used, whereas the
data gathered in the Human Beliefs and Values surveys were gathered in
face-to-face interviews. Another difference was the make-up of the groups
surveyed. In the other studies of Chinese populations the groups surveyed
consisted of university students, who were mostly under age 25. The sample
in the present survey consisted of a wider range of ages.

2.2. Gender
Many studies have been conducted that compare ethical attitudes of men and
women. Some studies found that women are more ethical than men (Akaah,
1989; Boyd, 1981; Hoffman, 1998) while other studies found that there is
not a significant difference between the ethics of men and women (Browning & Zabriskie, 1983; Harris, 1990; Nyaw & Ng, 1994). Some studies found
that men are more ethical than women (Barnett & Karson, 1987; Weeks et
al., 1999). This study examines the Inglehart et al. (2004) data to determine
whether one gender was more opposed to tax evasion than the other.
Table 4 shows the results by gender. In five out of six cases (83.3%), women were more opposed to tax evasion than were men. The only case where
men were more opposed to tax evasion was China, and in that case the difference in mean scores was not statistically significant (p <= 0.7215). The difference in the Korean sample was not statistically significant either, if one defines significance at 1, 5 or 10 percent. Korean women would be significantly
more opposed to tax evasion if significance were defined at 16 percent (p <=
0.1567).
TABLE 4. – Gender comparisons
( 1 = never justifiable; 10 = always justifiable)
Male
Mean
Score

Female
Mean
Score

p value

China

1.53

1.61

0.7215

Japan

1.59

1.35

0.04061

Korea

1.63

1.55

0.1567

Country

**

Finland

3.01

1.97

1.203e-08

*

Germany

2.54

2.20

0.005075

*

United Kingdom

2.63

2.22

0.001657

*

* Significant at 1%
** Significant at 5%

Chart 2 shows the gender results graphically.
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CHART 2. – Gender Comparisons
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However, one must be careful not to conclude from these findings that women are more ethical than men. In order to reach this conclusion, one must
begin with the premise that tax evasion is unethical, which may or may not
be the case. The philosophical literature over the last 500 years has presented
arguments that would justify tax evasion in certain cases (Crowe, 1944) and
more recent empirical literature has found support for tax evasion in cases
where the government engages in human rights abuses, where the government is corrupt, where the tax system is considered to be unfair or where tax
rates are deemed to be too high (McGee, 1999, 2006a; McGee & AN, 2006;
McGee & Andres, 2007; McGee & Bernal, 2006; McGee & Cohn, 2006; McGee & Guo, 2006; McGee & Ho, 2006; McGee & Lingle, 2005; McGee & Rossi, 2006; McGee & Smith, 2006; McGee & Tusan, 2006).

2.2.2. Age
Some studies have found that people have more respect for government and
for authority as they get older (Alm & Torgler, 2004; McGee & Tyler, 2007).
Presumably this means that people become more averse to tax evasion as
they get older. This study tests this assumption by comparing the scores for
the three age groups that the Human Beliefs and Values surveys gathered.
Table 5 shows the mean scores for each country for three different age ranges.
As can be seen, mean scores decline as respondents get older. This tendency
holds true for each age group and for each country. Thus, the present study
confirms the findings of other studies that found that people tend to have
more respect for government and law as they become older.
Chart 3 shows the age differences graphically. In some cases the differences
are slight. In other cases they are more dramatic.
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TABLE 5. – Mean scores by age
Country
China
Japan
Korea
Finland
Germany
United Kingdom
Averages

15–29
1.73
1.64
1.73
3.07
2.82
3.41
2.40

30–49
1.55
1.45
1.58
2.70
2.49
2.56
2.06

50+
1.50
1.40
1.45
1.98
2.00
1.78
1.69

3. Concluding Comments
The strongest conclusion that can be drawn from the present study is that
all groups were strongly opposed to tax evasion. This finding conflicts with
other studies on the ethics of tax evasion. The differing conclusions might
be due to the different methodologies that were used in those other studies. Anonymous survey data might tend to produce different results that data gathered in face-to-face interviews. Studies that were done using the same
data set and the same methodology as the present study had results that were
similar to the present study.
The sample population from Japan tended to be more strongly opposed to tax
evasion than were the sample populations from the other two Asian countries. But the populations sampled in all three Asian countries were nevertheless strongly opposed to tax evasion. Although less opposed to tax evasion than the Asian countries, the three European countries included in the
present study were also strongly opposed to tax evasion.
The gender comparison was also rather strong in its conclusions. Women
have a strong tendency to be more opposed to tax evasion, although not in
all countries. But in no cases were men significantly more opposed to tax
evasion.
Another conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that people tend to
become more opposed to tax evasion as they get older. This could be because
older people have more respect for government and the rule of law than do
younger people. This finding was expected and the present study confirms
the findings of other studies on the relationship between age and respect for
law.
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